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ABSTRACT
We are concerned with, the idealizer S of a principal 
right ideal rR in a free asbociative algebra R. This 
comes ap naturally in the theory of the corresponding one- 
relator associative algebra R/RrR, and seems to be a reason­
able route to the investigation of such algebras.
In many ways, S is well-behaved. It is always a pure 
(in the sense of Ko&evoi) subalgebra. The case where r is 
homogeneous seems to produce a free idealizer - we are able 
to demonstrate freeness in such disparate cases as r being 
a monomial, and r being such that R/RrR has no zero divi­
sors. The latter result is due to Jacques and Tekla Lewin, 
and we will prove a more general form of it.
If r is not homogeneous we know that S need not be 
free - indeed, not even a 2-fir. But we can give examples 
of cases where S is free, and one of these provides the 
first known example of a non-regularly embedded free aubalge- 
bra of a free algebra.
For certain types of one-relator algebras we can prove 
analogues of Magnus* theorems on one-relator groups, and in 
particular we prove a result of Sirsov's.
We also investigate the Golod-Safarevid power series 
associated to these and other algebras. With machinery we 
develop, we derive the non-homogeneous generalization of the 
Golod-SafareviC criterion for infinite dimensionality, and 
extend the Schreier-Lewin dimension formula to rings with 
weak algorithm.
Finally, we append our work with Bergman extending Lewin’s 
upper triangular matrix representations.
kPREFACE
The reader is assumed to he familiar with P.M. Cohn’s 
Free Rings and Their Relations (hereinafter abbreviated FR), 
although we will try to give all necessary definitions, and 
refer the reader to the book only for proofs of certain re­
sults. There will be, however, one major departure from FR, 
since we will find it expedient to have a more general frame­
work for the weak algorithm. Therefore, we will, in our Chap­
ter 2, rewrite much of Chapter 2 of FR to suit our needs. For 
some parts of the thesis the reader will need an elementary 
knowledge of universal algebras of Lie algebras (e.g. pp 151 - 
170 of N. Jacobson’s Lie Algebras).
More by coincidence than design, the bulk of this thesis 
is dedicated to extending some of the results Jacques Lewin 
has attained over the past six years, and the author is indebt­
ed to him for the paths he has developed.
The author is grateful to George Bergman for very inspir­
ing conversations and correspondence during the course of a 
thoroughly gratifying collaboration.
Most of all, the author wishes to thank his supervisor, 
P.M. Cohn for sharing his knowledge and enjoyment of mathemat­
ics, and especially for his encouraging optimism.
For support of a non-spiritual nature the author is 
thankful to the Moyse Scholarship Committe and The Canada 
Council.
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71 :INTRODUCTION
1.1 Conventions
All rings (other than Lie algebras) are associative with 
a 1 preserved by hornomorphisms, including the homomorphisms 
implicit in the definitions of subring and module. Except 
where otherwise specified, all modules are right modules. How­
ever, as is usual, ideal without an adjective means two-sided 
ideal,
A non-zero ring without zero-divisors will be called 
entire. Following Bergman, we call a non-zero ring in which 
every non-zero element has a two-sided inverse a sfield, and 
a commutative sfield a field.
All homomorphisms of rings and modules will be written as 
exponents of their arguments; thus, if a:R ^ 8 is a homo­
morphism and X € R then we write for its image. Maps
that are not as likely to be composed with other maps, e.g. 
such non-homomorphisms as set maps, filtrations, etc., will be 
written on the left of their argument.
A ring given with a homomorphism from a ring (resp. com­
mutative ring) K into it (resp. its center) will be called 
a K-ring (resp. K-algebra). The K-homomorphisms are the usual 
commuting triangles.
Let F = (F, •, 1) be a monoid. We will generally denote 
monoid operations, like ring multiplication, by juxtaposition. 
For any ring K we can construct the monoid ring (or algebra 
if K is commutative) K<F> = [2 ^ ^ p f X ^ | a l m o s t  all oj 
whose elements are added component-wise and multiplied in the 
obvious way: (s t\^)(Z tfi^) = 2 Given such a
8ring there is a unique K-linear map e;K<F> -+ K which
sends the units (resp. non-units) of F to 1 (resp. O).
Under certain mild restrictions, such as F being left cancel- 
lative (i.e. ab = ac implies b = c), e is a ring homomorphism. 
In that case,a is called the augmentation of K<F>, and its 
kernel is called the augmentation ideal.
Of most interest to us is the situation where K is a 
field and F is the free monoid on some set X. There we
write X* for F, and K<X> for K<F>, the free associative K
algebra on X. We view X* as a subset of K<X> in the ob­
vious, but by no means unique, way and call its elements 
monomials. Then X clearly generates the augmentation ideal 
as an ideal. In 2.4 we will review the proof that K<X> is
a fir i.e. every right ideal is free (as right K<X>-raodule)
of unique rank. A fortiori, it is an n-fir for any natural 
number n; i.e. every n-generator right ideal is free of 
unique rank.
The symbol 7L denotes the ring of integers, and M  the 
subset of non-negative integers. The symbol | will indicate 
the end, or absence, of a proof. References to the bibliogra­
phy (apart from PR which was explained in the preface) are by 
author’s name, last two digits of year of publication, and, 
where it is necessary to avoid ambiguity, a lower case latin 
letter,
1.2 Review of Categories and Homology
In what follows, all categories will be understood to be 
additive with kernels and cokernels. We fix such a category Œ 
and denote its class of objects by |{C|.
We say a sequence 0 - > A ^ B ^ C - > - 0  in CC is short
exact when Ker /3 = a and Coker a = /3. Any sequence
• . r> Bj^  ^  B^ , j . made up of short exact sequences in the
obvious fashion, is said to be long exact.
A functor is exact if it carries exact sequences to exact 
sequences. An object P of Œ is projective if Hom^(P,-)
is an exact functor. 'We say (E has enough projectives if
for each C e | (C| there is a projective Pq e |[C| and a short
exact sequence 0 -> A Pq C -> 0 in Œ. Inductively, if
a has enough projectives, C has a projective resolution
P C i.e. a long exact sequence •••?» Pn-i"*.. .Po C 0
where all the Pp are projective.
Schanuel’s Lemma. Let O'^A ^ P -^M 0 and 0>B Q -> IVHO
be exact with P and Q projective. Then A^Q P@B.
Proof. Since P and Q are projective there exist
morphisms oc, /3 making the diagram
0->A P
0->B Q
commute. Now cx (resp. /3, ^^-a/3) induces a map A B% -t
(resp. B ->A, Q B, P -> A) denoted a'(resp. p' , 1-/3a, i-^).
Then (__^  l-/3(% ) P$B has inverse (^^?^ "^). |
Extended Schanuel ’ s Lemma. If 0 -> A -> Pp-^ . ..-Pq ^  M 0 an<^
0 ->B -^ Qp->. .r>Qo"^M -» 0 are exact, and the P^  and %  are
q11 projisctIVe « Jbhen Qq^ Pj_ ^ Qg • •. — P q @ P g  ...
Proof. The case n = 0 is true by Schanuel’s Lemma. Sup­
pose the extended version holds for n-1 and consider the 
obvious exact sequences
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0 -> A Pp-+ . . .->P2 -> Qo$Pi Qo$Ker e 0 
and 0 -)■ B Qp -i . Qg Pq<pQi Po^Ker rj -* 0.
By Schanuel’s Lemma Qg<pKer e  ^Po^Ker 77. By induction, we 
have (Po^Qi )^ Pg • • • - ( O o ^P± • • • I I
Theorem 1 .1 Let 0^  , C" be objects of CD with projective resor
lut ions P' C' and T" C" respectively. If
0 ->G'->C-^C" - ^ 0  
is an exact sequence in T, then C has a projective resolu­
tion P'^P" 0 .
Proof. See Cartan and Eilenberg [5 6 ] p. 80. Although 
they work in the category of modules their proof applies to
Œ .  I I
By a (positive) complex {X^ j in (D we understand a 
sequence ... Xk-i“”...Xi Xq ^  0 such that for all
k^1 =0. By a (positive) double complex |X{ji in
CE we understand an anticommuting complex of complexes i.e. 
a diagram 4 - 4 -  1
-> Xi, j Xi, J X t  0 0
(1)
X[, _ 1  J ->Xi, _ 1  j _3.-» • • • -^Xi, - 1  o ■*0
i 4. i
whose rows and columns are complexes, and for all i,j^1 
L^je-tj-i + e^jd^-ij = 0. To the double complex (l ) we 
associate a complex ! with X^  = 2 X^  -^L and where
11
Xk %k-j. 0-n Xl k-L is e-, k-l+ k-L* Ws leave it to
the reader to chase the appropriate diagram and prove
Theorem 1,2 If the rows (resp. columns) of (1) are long exact 
then the associated complex is long exact. |
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2; FILTRATIONS
Traditionally a filtration on a ring R is defined as a 
map v;R -> ]N u [-ooj satisfying certain properties defined in 
terms of the ordered (additive) monoid structure of IN. By 
abstracting IN to a well-ordered (not-necessarily commutative) 
cancellation monoid we will encompass the "leading monomial 
filtration" with no major sacrifice of results. We fix our 
attention on the category of filtered modules over a filtered 
ring. The main result of this chapter states that if the 
filtered ring satisfies weak algorithm, then the category of 
filtered modules is hereditary in the sense that if 
0 ->b->P->A - > 0  
is exact, with P projective, then B is projective.
2.1 Filters, Filtrations and Gradings
A filter F = (F,1,*,^) is a totally well-ordered cancel­
lation monoid. Thus for all a,b,c,d e F a^b, c>d implies 
ac^bdo Throughout this thesis F will replace IN in the usual 
definition of a filtration. We will shortly make formal defi­
nitions, but first we recall some of F ’s most useful proper­
ties.
For all oueF cu^ l . For suppose 1^cu. Then 1 ,
and by the well-ordering of F, eventually (xP = By
cancellation 1 = cu, as desired. In particular, for all 
cOjCü'gF <aXjj* ^ (jj,(x)' and 1 is the only unit in P.
It is clear from the well-ordering that F is atomic, i.e. 
every weF is a unit or can be written as a product of atoms 
CÜ = .. .cUp. The maximum such n will be called the
1 ength of Ü), By convention, units have length 0. To show
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that every ojgP has finite length, it suffices to show that cu 
has only finitely many left (and hence right) factors, since 
the number of left factors clearly dominates the length. We 
prove that cv has only finitely many left factors, as follows. 
By the well-ordering of P we can arrange the left factors of 
CO in an ascending sequence 1 = <Wg <... . For each i = 1,2.. 
there is an w[cF such that co = co[coi. We then get a descend­
ing sequence co = co^ >oj2 >».. which is finite, again by the 
well-ordering of F. This completes the proof.
By F we shall understand the well-ordered monoid P u  [oi 
obtained by adjoining to the filter F a least element 0 
satisfying the multiplication rules cu«0 = O'W = 0 for all 
w G F.
The simplest filter 1, consists of the single element 1 . 
We call this the trivial filter. The next filter in order of 
complexity is (t{* = [l,t,t^,...j which we recognize as IN 
under the bijection log^. For this reason we call it the 
natural filter and denote it N. We avoid confusion by fixing 
the symbol t and making the convention that N = |t{*.
Example 2.1 Given any well-ordered set X = (X,^) we can con­
stant a filter X* as follows. Well-order the free monoid X* 
by defining Xj_^ . ..x^ > x^ ...x^ iff n>m or n=m and
XL = = Xj ,x; > X: for some k < n. This is
1 1 K-l K-1 R
called the length-lexicographic ordering of X*. We will use 
this filter in the leading monomial filtration of K<X>, K a 
field.
Example 2.2 To demonstrate how far filters can deviate from
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freeness, we consider the set B - [oJ with the usual multipli­
cation and ordering. Here the atoms are the prime numbers, 
and they freely generate the commutative monoid M  - lo]. If 
we delete the prime numbers we are left with a new filter 
whose atoms are those numbers which are the product of two 
or three (not necessarily distinct) primes. There are then 
infinitely many relations among these atoms. We observe 
also that here the length function does not preserve products,
A (positive separating exhaustive) filtration or filter­
ed ring V is a map v;R -> P from a ring R to P, where P is 
a filter, satisfying (P1 ) v ^(|oj) = 0, v(l) = 1
(P2) vx,ycR v(x-y)^max|v(x),v(y)i 
(P3) Vx,yeR v(xy)<v(x)v(y).
In particular (P1) tells us that R must be non-zero. Por any 
xeR we call v(x) the degree of x. If v is a monoid morphism
i.e. if equality holds in (P3), then v is said to be a
degree function, and for this to happen R must be entire.
If v(x) = 1 for all non-zero xeR v/e say v is trivial, and 
every non-zero ring has such a filtration for any filter.
Example 2.3 Let K be a field, X be a set and P be a filter. 
Any map p:X P induces a unique monoid morphism aîX* P 
and hence a degree function v :K<X> P by
v(2f^ X«^ f^) = niax if°^| ^ 0 ].
If P = for some well-ordered set Y, and p:X ^  P maps X 
bijectively to Y then the induced filtration v is called the 
leading monomial filtration with respect to the well-ordering 
of X induced by p. If P = N and X' is a subset of X such
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that p(x) = xeX-X' xeX then the corresponding v
is called the X^-degree function. In particular this termin­
ology applies when X = X'.
Remark: For a proper two-sided ideal a in a ring R, the a-adic 
filtration R Bujooj, which sends each xeR to sup[n| xeai^  i, 
is not one of our filtrations. It is an example of a negative 
(or inverse) filtration, and to make matters more confusing, 
we are writing it positively. We will not give a formal defi­
nition of a negative filtration since the only examples of 
these that we will be considering, are a-adic with respect to 
some ideal a.
Let v:R -> P be a filtration. For each oue^P we write 
R^ = [xgR| v(x)^w Î and R^_ = fxeR| v(x)<w}. The former
define a chain Ro c R^  ç ... c R^ c ... of abelian groups
satisfying (p'O) U R  = R
coeF ^
(P'1) Ro = 0 leRi
(P'2) VcueP (R^ , + ) is a subgroup of (R, + )
(P'3) Vcü,cü'eP multiplication in R induces a map
W  " Rww"
Conversely, for a non-zero ring R any such chain of sub­
groups determines a filtration by v(x) = min |weP| xeR^ ].
Thus v/e have another way of describing a filtration. Notice 
that Ri is a subring of R, and each R^ is an Rj subbimod­
ule of R. The restriction of v to R^  , denoted v^  :R^  P, is
clearly trivial. Por each cueP, define gr^R = R^R^_ . This
is an abelian group and gr R = 2 gr^  R inherits a ring struc-
üieP "
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ture from R. In fact, by defining (gr
each ct>oeP we see that gr R is a filtered ring. We denote
the induced filtration v:gr R -► P. But gr R has more struc­
ture than a filtered ring. To be precise we need the follow­
ing definition.
Let P be a filter. An (internally) P-graded ring
" ■ j p  ""
is a ring H whose additive group can be written as a direct 
sum of subgroups |^ H|ci)€Pi such that the multiplication in H
induces (bilinear) maps H x , H for all cu,a)'eF. For' ' CÜ CO coco
any filtered ring v;R P it is clear that gr R is an P
graded ring, called the associated graded ring.
Let X be a set, X be a field, and v:K<X> N be the 
X-degree filtration. The K-algebra homomorphism K<X>-»grX<X> 
which sends each xeX to its class in gr K<X> is an isomorph­
ism. We will generally use this isomorphism to identify K<X> 
with gr K<X> and thus view K<X> as a graded ring.
Let us fix an arbitrary filtration v:R P for the 
remainder of this chapter.
A (right) V-module or filtered module u:M -* F is a 
map from an R-module M to P satisfying
(1 ) a'Ro) = 0
(2 ) Vm,n€M u(m-n)<max{u(m),u(n)j
(3 ) V'msM^rGH u(mr )^u(m)v(r).
Left v-modules are defined analogously. As before, for any 
meM we call u(m) the degree of m, and if equality holds in 
(3) we say that u is a degree function. We can define
= |meM| u(m)<w } and M^_ = [meM| u(m)<w } for any coeF.
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This gives us a chain Mq c c_..& c ... satisfying
(O') U_ = M 
ooeF ^
(1 ') Mo = 0
(2' ) VcueP is an -submodule of M
(3') Vo7,cü'gP the action of R induces a map
“a; ^ " tw' •
Again this is equivalent to a filtration by defining u:M -* F 
by u(m) = minio)€P| i-
Let u:M P be a v-module. Por each cueP we define the 
Ri-module gr^M = M . Por each oj'eP the map (3') induces
a bilinear map gr^M x gr^^R -> gr^/M. Thus gr M = gr^M
has a gr R module structure. In fact, by defining for each 
WocP (gr M)^ = 2^^ gr^M, we get a v-module u:gr M ^ P.
In general, for an P-graded ring H = 2^^^ a graded
H-module M = 2^^^ ^M is an H-module M which, as a ^H-module,
can be written as a direct sum of iH-submodules j^ M| a>€P j,
and such that the H-action induces maps ^M,x -* M
for all o),(x)' gP. Por each ojgP the non-zero elements of
are the homogeneous elements of M of degree w. Each non zero
element of M can be written in a unique way as the sum of non 
zero homogeneous elements, called its homogeneous components. 
We adopt the convention that 0 is homogeneous of degree 0# A 
subset of a graded module is called homogeneous if all its 
elements are homogeneous. A homogeneous submodule is one that 
has a homogeneous generating set. In particular, all of these 
terms can be applied to elements, subsets, and ideals of H, by 
viewing H as a graded H-module in the obvious way.
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Let u:M ^ P be a v-module. Then gr M is a graded gr R 
module, and is called the associated graded module. The 
leading term m of a non zero meM is defined to be the class 
of m in in gr M. We define 0 = 0 .  Thus, for all meM
u(ra) = u(m). In particular, this terminology applies to R 
(resp, gr M) since v (resp. u) is a v (resp. v) module. Since 
there is a canonical isomorphism gr(gr M) “ gr M of graded 
gr R modules, leading terms of elements of grM can be viewed 
as lying in gr M. The leading term of a non-zero element is 
then the homogeneous component with highest degree.
Many module properties are reflective, i.e. can only 
occur in gr M if they occur in M first. For example, if gr M 
is a torSion-free gr R module, then by looking at leading 
terma we see that M must have been torsion-free as R-module. 
Suppose, moreover, that gr M is. free on some homogeneous sub­
set X. Then we can find a minimal subset Y of M such that 
X = iyI yeY j. We claim that Y freely generates M as R-module, 
By considering leading terms we see that Y is R-independent. 
Moreover, if some element of M is not in the R-submodule of M 
generated by Y, then we can find one of strictly lower degree, 
because X generates gr M. By the well-ordering of F this is 
a contradiction. So, as claimed, Y freely generates M. Sup­
pose now that R^ is a sfield and view u:M -► P as a v^-module. 
By the preceding argument, and the observation that X and Y 
have the same cardinality, we get dim^ M = dim^ gr M. Por 
future reference, we collect these observations in the follow­
ing.
Proposition 2.4 Let v:R F be a filtration and u;M F be a 
v-module. If gr M is a torsion free (resp. free graded i.e.
19
free on a homogeneous subset) module over gr R, then M is tor­
sion free (resp. free) over R. If R^  is a sfield then 
dim„ gr M = dim M.||
By a(v,v)bimodule F we mean a map from an .(RjR)
bimodule such that u:M^ -> P (resp, u:^M p) is a right
(resp. left) v-module. Notice that gr M is then a graded 
(gr R,gr r ) bimodule in the obvious way.
Proposition 2.5 Let v:R F be a filtration and u;M -> P, 
u '‘;M' -> P W  (v,v)-bimodules. The map uEu' P, deter­
mined by setting (Ma^M' )^ = (2 san( | u(mi )u'(m( )i:co } for all
cüeP, is a (v,v) bimodule such that the natural map 
M X M' induces a map gr M x gr M' -> gr(Ma^M' ) which
induces a sur.iective homomorphism gr MBg^^gr M' gr(MEpM' )
of (gr R,gr R) bimodules.
Proof. It is clear that u h u ' is a (v,v)bimodule. Let 
(m,m')eMxM'. Then mam' + (Mh^M' )^_ , where œ = u(m)u'(m' ),
is an element of gr^^Ma^M') and is independent of the choice
of representative of m and of m'. Thus we have defined 
asgr M X gr M' gr(Mx^M' ) on the homogeneous elements, and
this extends biadditively to a well-defined map. Por any reR 
a maps (m r,m') to mrxm' + )^- , where cu = u(m)v(r)u' (m']L
Thus we get a map gr Ma^^^gr M' gr(Ma^M' ) of (grR,grR) bi­
modules. It remains to check surjectivity. Choose peMa^M'
to be non-zero, and suppose it has degree cu under uau'. Then 
p = 2 mj^ am^  with u(mj^ )a'(m^  )^. So p is an arbitrary homogene­
ous element of gr(Ma^M') and it suffices to prove that p is
20
iû the image. By taking a different representative of p if 
necessary, we may assume that u(mi, )u'(m-J ) = cu for all ir Then 
2 € gr M Bgpggr M' ajid is sent to p. This proves the
result. I
Remark: In the case where v is trivial,Bourhaki [61 ] p.106 
(III,2,Exercise 6 ) discusses flatness conditions under which 
the map in Proposition 2.5 is hijective.
2,2 The Category of Filtered Modules
Recall that we have fixed a filtration v:R ^  P.
Let Mr. (resp. „3M) denote the category of right (resp.K K
left) R modules.
Let u:M -* F, u' ;M' F he v-modules. A v-llnear map
a:u'-» u is a "suhcommuting" triangle
m' - ^ m
u\_|/u
F
(1)
Where o'is R-linear, and by sub commuting we mean u'(m)>u (m*^ ) 
for all meM. We denote the category of right (resp. left) 
v-modules by 31^  (resp. ^3M).
Let H = 2 H be an P-graded ring, and M = 2 M, 
cueF
M' = 2 ^M' be/graded H-modules. Let weF. A homogeneous map 
of degree co a;M*-> M is an H-linear map which sends ^,M*to 
^ / M  for all cu'eF. The category of graded H-modules and 
homogeneous maps of degree 1 is denoted gr . If H is of 
the form gr R, we abbreviate this to . There is a
natural transformation gr:H^-> gr that sends each v-module
21
u:M -* P to its associated graded module gr u = gr M, and each 
v-linear map a : u' u to the obvious induced map gra : gru
of degree 1 .
Although ]M^  need not be abelian (cf.Corollary 2.7) it 
has almost all the properties of an abelian category.
Proposition 2.6 For any filtration v:R F, the category of 
v-modules is an additive category, with kernels, cokernels, 
and arbitrary coproducts.
Proof. Let u,u',u* be v-modules. Clearly Hom^ (u'',u) is
an abelian group, and composition
Hom^(u^ju) X Hom^(u ,u") -»> Hom^(u^,u")
is bilinear. The zero filtration 0:0 ^ F is the zero object. 
To prove that 3M^  is additive, it remains to show that it has
coproducts. In fact it has arbitrary coproducts, which we see 
as follows. Let |u(, :M(i) f | ieE i be a family of v-modules 
indexed by a set L. Then Zu^  :2M(i) -» P determined by 
(2M(i))^ = S(M(i)^) for each weF, is the desired coproduct.
Notice that (2ui)(2mL) = max |u;, (m^  ) | ieB j for any e 2M(i),
Let u:M P be a v-module, and N be an R submodule of M.
Then the composite u' :N -> M -»• F is a v-submodule of u, denoted
u |N:K F. For any coeP N = N n There is also an induced' cu O)
_ M m
v-module u" ;M/N F determined by (M/N)^ = M^+ N/N “ We
denote this v-module by u/u' or u/( u |n ). Notice that for all 
m + N € iiî/N u"(m + N) = inf [u(m+n) | neNi. We use these con­
structions to describe the kernels and cokernels in as 
follows. Let u' :M' F, u:M F be v-modules, and let 
a:u^  u be a v-linear map. Then the kernel and cokernel of
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v-linear map ^
M ---
F
which is clearly a himorphism (i.e. both mono and epi) in IM^ , 
But if w ^ 1, then the back map is v-linear iff M = 0, But 
R is non-zero, so has non-zero modules. So if F is not trivial 
there is a bimorphism in M  which is not an isomorphism.V
Since this cannot happen in an abelian category we have the 
following.
Corollary 2.7 For any filtration v:R -»■ P the category of 
v-modules is abelian iff F is trivial.II
By contrast, the category gr is always abelian. More­
over gr:3M^ gr is an exact functor, as can be seen from 
the 3x3 lemma as follows. Consider the sequence (3) and 
suppose it is exact. Then (4) is exact for all cueF. Thus 
for all cue F the sequence
is exact in 3M„ , i.e. the functor gr carries the exact se-
quenee (3) to an exact sequence. Reverse reasoning shows that 
gr is "faithful" in the sense that it carries non-exact se­
quences to non-exact sequences.
Our next objective is to characterize the projective ob­
jects of 11^. We will call them projective v-modules. It is 
reasonable to expect v itself to be a projective v-module.
In fact, for any cueF, ^ v is projective, which can be proved as 
follows. Consider any exact sequence (3) in , and let 
y:^v -* u" be a v-linear map. We need only find a v-linear map
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ôî^v u such that ô/3 = y. Let ô;R -> M be the R-linear map 
determined by = m, where m^ = and u(m) = u"(m^). We
know that such an m exists because ^ is a cokernel in ,
Now for all xeR u(x^) = u(mx) < u(m)v(x) = u"(m^)v(x)
= u"(l^)v(x) < CU'v(x) = ^v(x).
Thus Ô is v-linear, and therefore ^v is projective, A coprod­
uct, in 3M^, of a family of v-modules all of this form, is 
called a v-free v-module. Since coproducts of projectives are 
projective, all v-free v-modules are projective.
We define an g-filtered set ^ to be a map ^:E -> P from 
a set E. Por example, if u;M ^ P is a v-module, then, 
denoting M - [oJ by M*, we get a filtered set u*;M* P. A
filtered subset of ^ is the restriction of ^ to any subset of E.
Recall that for any set E there is a free R-module
2g R = ^R which we view as the set of all maps a:E -»> R which 
vanish almost everywhere. Analogously, for any filtered set 
-* P there is a v-free v-module ^v:®R -+ P, where for each
ae®R, ^r(a) = max{^(l)v(i®)|:i€Ej. Por ieE we let I denote the
e
characteristic of i, viewed as an element of R, i.e. 1 in the
ith place, and 0 elsewhere. However, unless there is risk of
confusion, we usually omit the circumflex, and thus view E as
a subset of ®R. Thus for any expression 2 ir^  e where the
r^cR are almost all zero, we have ^v(2 ir^) = max{^(i)v(rî, ) |ieEi
and so ^v = 2^ We define the filtered oardinalit.v \^\
of ^ to be the formal expression 2 y w where each y., is
CU€P ^ ^
the cardinality of the set = [ieE| %(i) = cu j. We then
define the gocha (or Poincare series) of ^v to be |%|. If ^ 
and V are such that ^v « ^ v always implies that |^ | and | |  
are dqaad (;ln the obvious sensd^ then we say ^v has unique gocha
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and write y(^;v) = |%|. The gocha is a filtered analogue of 
rank, and reduces to it when P is trivial. If every v-free 
v-module has unique gocha we say v has invariant gocha» ab­
breviated IG. In Proposition 2.11 we will show that v having 
IG is equivalent to having IBN (which, as is easily veri­
fied, is strictly weaker than R having IBN), which is exemp­
lary of v*s tendency to emulate R^ rather than R.
A v-free generating set % of a v-module u:M P is a fil­
tered subset ^ P of u* such that E generates 11 as R-module
and for every expression S ir^, (rj,€R almost all zero)
ieE
u(2 ir^) = maxi u(i)v(ri) |ieEj. Clearly u has a v-free gen­
erating subset iff u is v-free.
We note a partial converse to Proposition 2.4. If u:M-»P 
is a v-module then gr u is free in gr 31^  (i.e. freely gener­
ated by a homogeneous subset) iff u is v-free in 3M^ ,
Proposition 2.8 If v;R P is a filtration then 31^ has enough 
projectives. and every projective is a summand of a v-free v 
module.
Proof. Let u;M -+ P be a v-module. Then ^*v:^*R P is a 
v-free v-module. The v-linear map v determined by
m H  m for all meM* is a cokernel in 3M^ since ^*v(m) = u(m) 
for all meM*. The result now follows from category theory, 
and the fact that v-free v-modules are projective in 31^.||
2.3 Dependence in Filtered Modules
In this section we introduce the notion of "dependence" 
in v-modules, and use it in the next section to study the 
algorithm discovered by Cohn [61]. We work in the more gener-
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al context of v-modules rather than only looking at v.
Let u;M P be a v-module. A family | ieE j of elements 
of M is u-denendent if there exist elements y^  e R almost all 
zero, such that u(S m^y^) < maxiu(m{, )v(yi, ) ieEj or if some 
mt = 0. We call the inequality a relation of u~dependence. If 
there is no relation of u-dependence, and none of the m^  are 0 , 
we say (m^ | ieE } is u~independent.
An meM is u-dependent on a family [mt jieEj if m = 0 or if 
there exist zi eR almost all zero such that u(m - 2 m^  zj, ) < u(m) 
and max(u(mt)v(zl)1i€Ej < u(m).
We say a non-zero v-module u:M -» P satisfies n-term weak 
algorithm if for all i^n, in every u-dependent family |mi, 
with u(mi) < ••• < u(mi) some mj is u-dependent on [m^,.. ,mj»i 1. 
Clearly n-term weak algorithm implies (n-1)-terra weak algorithm, 
for all n  ^2. The least n e B  for which u fails to satisfy 
the n-term weak algorithm is called the dependence number of u, 
denoted X(u), or Xy(u) if there is any risk of confusion. If 
no such n exists we say that u satisfies weak algorithm and 
write X(u) = oo.
All of these terms could be applied to the zero v-module;
\ T”but, to avoid an awkward abberation we set the dependence num­
ber of the zero v-module equal to ^^(v) where v is viewed as 
a right v-module. Por consistency we make the convention that 
the zero v-module satisfies n-term weak algorithm for exactly 
those n < X^(v). It is quite reasonable to have the dependence 
number of the zero v-module vary with v since the definition 
of dependence involves v, and in general X^(u) varies with v.
Of course all of the above definitions have duals in •
In particular we get a "left-dependence number" (v)\ for v. In
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the next section we will see that (v)X = X(v), i.e. dependence 
number is symmetric.
We now list some obvious, but useful, properties of X.
Proposition 2.9 Let v:R P be a filtration, and u;M -> P be a 
v-module. Then (1 ) for any cueP X(^u) = X(u)
and (2) for any v-submodule u' ,of u X(u)<X(u').W
Proposition 2.10 Let v:R -> P be a filtration. Then
\y(v) = 8U£i\^(u)| U € I wj i
I.e. if any v-module satisfies n-term weak algorithm then v 
itself satisfies n-term weak algorithm.
Proof. Let u:M ^ P be a non-zero v-module, and let mcM 
be non zero. If u(mx)<u(m)v(x) for some xeR then X^(u) = 1 
which must be less than or equal to X^(v). Otherwise the map
u which sends xeR to mxcM is a kernel in IM^ . By Prop­
osition 2.9(2) X(u)<X(^(^)v) which by Proposition 2.9(1) is 
equal to X(v). This proves the proposition,^
Por a non-zero ring R we define the depenaence number X(R) 
as the supremum of X(v) as v ranges over all possible filtra­
tions of R (and over all possible filters). We can always 
assign a trivial filtration to R, so X(R) is always defined. 
Clearly X(r )>1 iff R is entire. In Proposition 2.1U we will 
prove that if X(R)^n then R is an n-fir. We remark that 
Bergman has constructed a ring R with X(r ) = oo such that there 
is no filtration v:R ^  P with X(v) = oo.
Por a v-module u:M ^ P and any aieP we define  ^ to
be the set of all elements of that are u-dependent on M^_ .
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In symbols
(') _= ImeM^I 3xLeR,mt€M^. u(m - Smt x^  )<u(m) ,a(m{,)v(^ )<u(m)î
(/) 4It is readily verified that ' is always an R^-module. We
use the R^-moaule M^M^'^in the proof of the following,
Proposition 2.11 Let v:R ^ P be a filtration. Then v has IG 
iff Ri has IBK.
Proof. Let u:P P be a v-free v-module. Then for each 
cü€P P^/P^' ^ is a free module. If R^ has IBN, and ^:E P 
is a v-free generating set of u, then image frec-generates
 ^ Ri-module and has cardinality the R^  rank of
 ^" Thus the gocha of u. is unique and v has IG.
Conversely, suppose 0<i<n are natural numbers, and 
Ri ^ Ri an isomorphism. Then R*^ « R k - is an
isomorphism of R modules, such that
R^— tR'
V ^ _ _ |g  V*'
P
is an isomorphism of v-modules. Thus if R^ does not have IBN 
V does not have IG. |
We notice that if X(v)>2 then for any non-zero xeR^, 
v(x)<v(l) and x-(-1) + 1.(x) = 0 is a relation of (right) v 
dependence. So 1 is v-dependent on x, which means there is 
a y€% such that v(l-xy)<v(l) i.e. 1 = xy. Hence R^  is a 
sfield. Conversely, if xeR is a unit, say xy = 1 then 
v(x)v(y) = v(l) = 1 so v(x) = 1 and XER^. Thus the units of R 
together with 0 form the sfield R^, whenever X(v)>2. With 
this in mind, we frequently make the assumption that %  is a 
sfield.
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Let u:M -> P be a v-module. A weak u-basis % is a filter­
ed subset P of u* such that
(1 ) all elements of M are u-dependent on E
(2 ) no element of S is u-dependent on the rest of E.
Since P is well ordered E must then generate M as an R module, 
but E need not be u-independent. If R^ is a sfield then we can 
construct a weak u-basis, as follows. Por each cueP we choose 
a subset of whose image is an R^_ basis of It
is readily verified that E = U B is a weak u-basis. If more-
WEP w
over, X(u) = 00 then E must be u-independent, and u is v-free, 
with v-free generating set ^;E -> P. Thus any v-module which 
satisfies weak algorithm is a v-free v-module, and by Proposi­
tion 2.10 V must also satisfy weak algorithm. In Theorem 
2 . 1 4 we will see that conversely, if v satisfies weak algo' 
rithm then any v-free v-module satisfies weak algorithm.
We say a ring R is projective free if every projective R 
module is free of unique rank.
Theorem 2.12 Let v:R P be a filtration. Then R^  is project­
ive free iff v is projective free in the sense that every pro­
jective v-module is v-free of unique gocha.
Proof. Suppose R^  is projective-free. Let u":P P be a 
projective v-module. By Proposition 2.8 there is a v-free 
v-module u;M ^ P and a cokernel u u" -+ 0 in Let the
kernel of the map be u':Q P. Because u" is projective, the 
exact sequence 0"^u'-> u-^u" -^0 splits in and
u u'^u". Let WEP. Then M = P , and(XJ (X) (^X) (X) (X) (^x)
as can be verified directly. Therefore, for all ou £ P
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But u is v-free, so has a v-free generating set F. It
is clear that the image of freely generates  ^ as
modulei Therefore  ^ is a summand of a free R^  module,
so is projective, and hence a free R^  module of unique rank, 
say Exactly as in the case where R^  is a sfield, we can
choose a weak u"-basis t," :E" P. By using a different u if
necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that the 
cokernel u u" -^0 maps E bijectively to E" . Thus, for all
0J€P the cardinality of E, is y , Hence M /M^' ^ has rank y ,Où/ ' Oû üü' ùü ' OJ^
and by IBN of R^ Thus u/ = 0 and u" u. So u"
is v-free and, by Proposition 2.11, of unique gocha.
Conversely, suppose v is projective-free. Let P^, be a 
projective R^-module. We need only show that P^  is free, 
since Proposition 2.11 will then tell us it has unique rank. 
There is a split exact sequence 0 P^ ->• 0 of R^
modules, with free. This induces, under R, a split 
exact sequence O-^Q-^M-^P-^O of R modules, where M is 
free. Hence we have an exact sequence of v-modules
0-f Q --f M---  ^P ->0
where u is isomorphic to the direct sum of (Rank^ ) copies
of V, and u',u" are the induced filtrations. The splitting 
Pi induces a splitting u" u in Thus u" is a pro­
jective v-module, so v-free by assumption. Thus Pi/P.i'^  is 
free as R^  module. But that is exactly P^. |
Remark : It is more in keeping with convention for "projective 
free" to mean finitely generated projectives are free of unique 
rank. If we use that definition. Theorem 2.12 remains true if
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we restrict ourselves to projective v-modules u:P P such
that for all cueP the Ri module P^P^^ ^ is finitely generated.
We will call such a v-module locally finitely generated.
2.4 The Algorithms
To conclude this development of filtered modules, over a
fixed filtered ring v:R P, we place some known results into
our framework. We briefly review the proofs, following PR
pp. 73-80, indicating what generalizations have to be made.
In the next four paragraphs we will ignore our filtration
V , and fix a graded ring H = 2 H and a graded H-module
M CÜEP
M = 2 H. As usual, for each WoEP we define M = 2 ,M and
CO€P " "o "
a map u;M -* P. Let v denote this map in the case M = H.
Then u is a v-module.
Any equality of the form 
n
2 m^yi = 0 mpEM, y^eH (3)
i=1
where the m^  and y^  are all homogeneous, and u(mi)v(yi) - œ 
i = 1 , . .,n, is called a homogeneous relation of degree w. [We 
can express (3) as a matrix product
= Q l5 = ( m^ , ° , m^  ) 3^  = ( y ^ >.«syn) •]
We say (5) is well-arranged if u(m^ )^.. ^ (m^, ), and trivial if 
for each i = 1,..,n either m^  = 0 or y^  = 0.
Given any monotonie non-decreasing sequence R = )
in P we define HjeP Ki,j<n as the unique element of F such 
that a>LCüLj = cuj if such an element exists,, and 0 otherwise. 
We define Tr^(H) as the set of (upper triangular) n x n 
matrices [(x^j)} over H such that x^ j c H , where we set 
oH = 0, and x^  =1 for i = 1,..,n. We may view Tr^(H) as a
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group acting from the right on M<p M which aâlds to
^2 Wn
each entry of (m^,..,m^) a righ$ H linear combination of pre­
ceding entries. If w(,..,Wn e P are such that = w,.for
i = 1,..,n, then jcüj = cüjcüj = cü = coicu[ so jOJj = co[
for 1^i,j^n. Thus Tr^(H) also acts from the left on
,/H<p. /H (by viewing the elements as columns) and adds to
.^1 Wn
each entry of (yi,..,yn) a left H-linear combination of sub­
sequent entries.
A well-arranged homogeneous relation (5) of degree co in 
M is said to be Tr -trivializable if there exists an A e Tr^(H) 
(where R = (u(mi),..,u(mn))) such that ÏÛA'A^V is trivial. 
Notice that if Ë / (0,..,0) then some y^  is then left H de­
pendent on [yb»i,..,yni.
Clearly X(u) > n iff every well-arranged homogeneous re­
lation (5) is Tr-trivializable. Within H, Tr-trivializability 
is a symmetric condition, so n-term weak algorithm, and hence 
dependence nximber, is left-right symmetric in the graded case.
We now return to our fixed filtration v:R -» P. If 
u;M P is a v-module then X^(u) = ?^(u) where u:gr M -> P,
vîgr R -» P are the induced filtrations. This says that v 
satisfies n-term weax algorithm iff v does. But the latter is 
known to be left-right symmetric. Therefore X(v) = (v)X.
Analogous to a weak u-basis, ia the concept of a weak 
algebra basis of v, defined as a filtered subset p :R P-[lj 
of V* such that (i) no element of X is (right) v-dependent cn 
the rest of X, and (ii) the monomials in X (i.e. the elements 
of the submonoid of (R, • ) generated by X) span R as R^ -^module,, 
When Ri is a sfield it is always possible to construct a 
weak algebra basis of v, as follows. Por each cv e P-[ij de-
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fine as the - subspace of spanned by the products xy
where x,y e and v(x)v(y) < co. Now choose an basis^of
R module R". Then X = U X is a weak algebra basis of v,
" " w >1 “
as. can be verified by the usual reduction process. Notice
that the gocha rank of v |p| is independent of the choice of
X.
Theorem 2.13 Let v:R ->■ P be a filtration. Then X(v) = «x» 
iff R± is a sfield and v has a v-independent weak algebra basis 
p;X “^ P-[li (i.e. X J ^  v-independent ). In this case the re­
striction of V to the monomials X* _in X is a monoid morphism 
a:X* P such that fX^) = max^f^jx^,/ O]. It follows
that X* is an R^  basis for R.
Proof. Suppose X(v) = 00. Then R^  is a sfield and any 
weak algebra basis of v is v-independent.
Conversely, let p:X -» P-{l{ be a v-independent weak alge­
bra basis of V. The v-independence of X implies that for any
expression 2 xa^  + X with XgR^  and BjER almost all zero, 
xeX
v(2 xaj + X) = max(v(x)v(ai ),v(X)IxeXi.
It follows that the monomials in X form a free monoid X* and 
the restriction of v to X* is a monoid morphism which deter­
mines V in the desired manner.
To complete the proof we introduce the (right) cofactor 
map. *;R -> R associated to a given monomial x^ ***Xj^  of degree 
CO say. This map is the (right) R^  linear map which sends every 
monomial of the form x^***xj^a to a, and all others to 0. Por 
any b e R, wv(b») < v(b). Further, if a,b e R then 
(ab)» = a*b (mod R^^^^_) which can be seen as follows. If a 
is a monomial of degree less than co then a*b = 0 and
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cüv(a*b) < v(ab) < v(a)v('b) < cüv(b)
80 v(a*b) < v(b) and the congruence holds. For the remaining
monomials equality holds, and by linearity we are finished.
Now suppose 
n
v(2 atbt ) < max[v(ai, )v(bt )| 1^i^% ! v(a^ )<...<v(ap )
is a relation of v-dependence. Without loss of generality
v(ai)v(bj_) = ... = v(an)v(bn). We can choose a monomial
of degree w = v(a^), such that the associated cofactor
map *:R R sends a^  to a non-zero element^of R^ .^ Then 
cü(v(2aLbL )*) < v(2 a^ b^ , ) < v(a^ )v(bj_ ) = wv(bi). Thus
v((2 a^b^)*) < v(bi). But 2 a^+bi = (2 a^b^ )* = O(mod )-)•
Thus v( 2jua*b{, ) < v(b^).is a relation of left v-dependence
of bi on lbg,..,bn} and we have proved (v ) X  = oo. Thus X(v)=oo.||
Let K be a field. A free algebra R = K<X> with any 
filtration v:R P arising from a weak algebra basis of v, 
p:X P-[1 1 as described in Theorem 2.13^  must satisfy weak 
algorithm. Conversely, if in Theorem 2.13 Ri = K is central 
in R, then v and R are of the form just described. Notice 
that the K-algebra homomorphism R gr R determined by sending 
each xeX to its leading term x in gr R, is an isomorphism.
This permits us to view K<X> as an P-graded ring whenever we 
are given a map p :X P-Jlj. In the absence of such a map,we 
have already made the convention that K<X> Is to be viewed as 
an N-graded ring by the map X -> [tjcN. We speak of homogeneous 
elements, subsets, ideals etc. accordingly.
Theorem 2.14 Let v:R F be a filtration. Then the following 
are true. ( 1 ) Por any family [ui^ -ieE] of v-modules indexed by a 
set E, X(2 Ut ) = miniX(u(^  ) I îgE} . (2) Por any v-free v-module
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u:M -> P, Xy(u) = Xy(v).
Proof. (1) Let [u^lleE} be a family of v-modules. By 
Proposition 2.9 (2) X(2 u^)  ^min[X(u l )|i€EÎ. To prove equal­
ity it suffices to consider the case where E is finite, and by 
induction we need only consider the case where E consists of 
two elements. Let u^ :M' P, u" :M" P be non-zero v-modulep . 
Let M = M'$M" and u = u'$u". Suppose X(u')>n, X(u")>n. We
need only show that X(u)>n. Suppose 
n
u(2 miyi) < maxiu(mL )v(y-j^ ) I 1<i<n Î ; u(mj_ )<.. .^ u(nin )
is a non-trivial relation of u-dependence. Without loss of 
generality u(m^^)v(y^) = ... = u(mn)v(yn). It suffices to 
show that some yj is left v-dependent on 1yj+i^•^yn1• We can 
write m-^ = (m{ ,m" ) i = 1,..,n where the m[ € M' and the m[ e M" 
Thus we have
max}u'(2 y;. ) ! < max[u'(m{ )v(y-,, ),u" (mf )v(yi, ) ]
and without loss of generality the right hand side is 
u' (m^  )v(yk ) for some k^n. Thus u' (2 m-'y^  ) < maxju' (m( )v(yi )! 
is a non-trivial relation of u'-dependence. Therefore some 
yj is left v-dependent on iyj+i,..,yni and we are finished.
(2) If u is a non-zero v-module then it is the eo^ 
product of a family of v-modules of the form ^v, weP, so by 
(1 ) and Proposition 2.9(1) X(u) = X(v). By convention, this 
also holds if u is the zero v-module.H
Corollary2.15 Let v:R P be a filtration with X(v) > n.
Then any n-generator v-submodule of a v-free v-module is 
v-free on at most n generators. Thus R is an n-fir.
Proof. By Theorem 2.14 every v-free v-module will satisfy 
n-term weak algorithm. By the usual reduction process, any n
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generator v-submodule must be v-free on at most n generators. 
It follows that R is an n-fir. |
Corollary 2.16 Let v:R F be a filtration satisfying weak al­
gorithm. Then every v-submodule of a v-free module is v-free.
Proof. By Theorem 2.14(2) and the remark preceding Theor­
em 2 .1 2 , a v-module is v-free iff it satisfies weak algorithm. 
If a v-module satisfies weak algorithm then so does any v sub- 
module, by Proposition 2.9(2).||
In particular this shows that R = K<X> is a fir if K is 
a field.
Y^ e define gl.dim. v as the minimal n such that whenever 
0 B Pnw.1 Pq A 0 is an exact sequence in with
the P^  all projective then B is also projective, or +oo if no 
such n exists. We observe that gl.dim R < gl.dim v. 
Corollary 2.16 tells us that if X(v) = oo then gl.dim v < 1.
The case of inequaliiy occurs only when R = %  is a sfield with 
a trivial filtration.
Example 2.17 Let K c K[a] be a quadratic field extension.
Let R = K[a], and define v.*R N by R^= K, v(a) = a; an 
arbitrary element of N-|lj. Then every ideal in R is v-free 
generated by 0 or [1j. But completely contrary to the unfil­
tered case gl.dim. v = oo. Por let v® :R^  ->• N be a v-free 
v-module, with v-free generating set both of degree 1 .
Let m = fi + fgu generate a v-submodule u:M N of v^. We 
construct a (minimal) projective resolution of u by using weak, 
bases. Clearly }m,ma-ij is a weak u-basis. So we take the 
v-free v-module (‘^v)®;R^ N generated by 10 ,^.eg] each of de-
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gree u(m) = u(mQr-^) = v(a) = o>. If we let e^  (resp. eg) map 
to m (resp. ma-i) we get a cokernel (^v)® -+ u 0 in whose
kernel is isomorphic to Thus our minimal resolution
looks like
>(^  v)2 (^v)B -> u 0
and is infinite. Thus gl.dim. v = oo.||
We will he using the conclusion of Corollary 2.16 in
Theorem 4.4 so it would he intezesting to know exactly which
filtrations v have gl.dim. < 1, with 14 a sfield and R having
IBN. We note that if v arises from a grading (i.e. gr v v
as filtered rings) then gl.dim v < 1 and R^  a sfield suffice
to imply that X(v) = 00. Indeed we only have to consider the
augmentation ideal m = 2 gr R and apply Theorem 2.13
- w>1 ^
Credits and Comments
Bergman [6 7 ] considered very general monoid graded rings 
and briefly touched on what we here call filtrations. Most of 
this chapter appears in Bergman [6 7 ],and again in PR, modulo 
our extended definition of filtration and the straightforward 
extension to filtered modules. Sections 2.^ and 2.3 are be­
lieved to be original.
The"gocha"inherited its name phonetically from Golod and
V V
Safarevic. We will be discussing some of their work in section
4 .3 .
The first result concerning the global dimension of a 
non-trivial filtration is Hil'teart’s Syzygies Theorem [9 0 ]. 
Recently Smoke [72] gave essentially the converse of Hilbert's 
result.
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3:IDEALIZER8
Our main interest in this chapter is the idealizer of an 
arbitrary principal right ideal in a free algebra, although 
in the first section we consider more general idealizers. We 
begin by collecting information about its dependence number. 
Along the way we acquire some known results as corollaries, 
and construct a non-regularly embedded free subalgebra of a 
free algebra - thus answering in the negative a question of 
Cohn’s. As an application of our results we prove a Magnus 
type theorem about certain one-relator algebras, and recover 
Sirëov’s results on one-relator Lie algebras. Finally , we 
present a result on the purity of idealizers.
3.1 Idealizers and Filtrations
Let R be a ring and a be a right ideal. The set
l(|) = ix€fi| xa Ç a i
is the largest subring of R which contains a as a two-sided 
ideal, and for that reason is called the idealizer of a. On 
occasion we will make use of the factor ring
%(§) = I(|)/a
called the eigenring of a. Whenever we wish to emphasize R 
for clarity we write the idealizer and eigenring as l(a;R) and 
E(a;R) respectively. For a left ideal a we write l(a) = l(a;R) 
for the largest subring of R which contains ^ as a two-side 1 
ideal. This is clearly unambiguous when a is two-sided.
Our next result shows that over a given right ideal the 
idealizer is a lower bound for subrings whose dependence num­
ber exceeds two.
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Theorem 3*1 Let R he an entire ring and S he a suhring of 
R such that X(S)>2. _If S contains a non-zero right ideal a 
of R then S contains its idealizer l(a;R), Thus
S a 2|l(a;R)| a c S, a right ideal of R j
Proof. Let xel(a;R). We wish to show that xeS. Let 
v:S -♦ P he a filtration with X(v) > 2. Choose a non-zero 
aea such that v(a) is minimal. Then h = ax and c = xa are 
elements of a so of S. Choose an seS such that v(h - as) is
as small as possible. We claim that v(b - as) < v(a). For if
v(b - as) > v(a) then we could use the relation of v-depend­
ence
a-(sa - c) + (b - as)«a = 0 ;v(a) ^ v(b - as)
to find a still better choice of se8 , using two-term weak al­
gorithm. This would be a contradiction, so v(b - as) < v(a) 
as claimed. But b - as e a and v(a) is minimal for non-zero 
elements of a. Therefore b - as = 0, so as = b = ax. Because 
R is entire s = x and therefore xe8 as desired. The theorem 
now follows. I
Corollary 3.2 (Cohn[64]? Fix a flel^ k . If a non-zero two 
sided ideal a of a free algebra R generates a proper subalgc-
bra 8 = a + K of R then X(S) = 2 and 8 is not free.
Proof. Suppose S d a and X(8)>2. Then 8 d l(a) = R so 
8 is not proper. I
Little is known in general about the dependence number of 
idealizers, but Theorem 3.1 suggests that principal ideals are 
the least unlikely to have idealizers with high dependence 
numbers. There we can indeed say something, at least in the 
graded case.
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Proposition 3.3 Let P be a filter, and H = S-n H be a graded 
ring with two-term weak algorithm. If h is a non-zero homo­
geneous element of H then S = l(hH;H) is a graded subring 
satisfying two-term weak algorithm, and is the smallest such 
which contains hH.
Proof. It is clear that S is a graded subring. To prove 
that it satisfies two-term weak algorithm, suppose
Siti = Sgtg t^eSn H  ^CÜ2OJl
is a non-trivial homogeneous relation in S hence in H. By left 
two-term weak algorithm 3xeH such that tg = xt^. We need only 
show that xeS. Now Bt-'eH such that t^h = ht^ i = 1,2. Thus 
xhtj = xt^h = tgh = htg. Now by (right) two-term weak algo­
rithm ByeH such that xh = hy. This proves that xgS and hence 
S satisfies two-term weak algorithm. By Theorem 3.1 it is the 
smallest such containing hH. |
Example 3.4 Some assumption on h is necessary in Proposition 
3.3 in order to guarantee that X(S)>2. Suppose H / j_H. Then 
we can select homogeneous hi,h2EH-iH. Let h = h^h^h^ + 1 , 
and S = l(hH). Now s = hh^^hg, s' = hhgh.^  and t = h - 1 are 
elements of S, and satisfy st = ts' . Thus sS n tS / 0. If 
X(S)>2 then S is a 2-fir and sS + tS must be free of rank 1 
(cf. PR, Proposition 1.1.2, p.43) say sS + tS = xS. It is 
stzaightforward to verify that the only possibility is x = h^l^X 
where X is a non-zero unit i.e. Xu^H - {oj. But xeS so xh=hy 
for some yeH. Thus Xhih2hi= h^y and thus 3 - [ o j  such
that Xh^= h^ /i and y = u^hgh^  . Hence hihgX= juh2 h^+ h^hgh^z + z 
where z = y - y. Looking at leading terms we see z = 0 and 
hihgX = ^hghi. Thus, up to congruence h^ and hg commute. In 
particular if ^H is central and H is not commutative then X(S) 
need not exceed 2 .
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We now fix a field K for the remainder of this chapter. 
All algebras, spaces etc. will be understood to be with refer­
ence to K. We also fix a free associative algebra R = K<X>.
Suppose in Proposition 3.3 that H = R with the usual grad­
ing, and that h is a monomial in R. Then S = l(hR) is gene­
rated by the monomials contained in S, 8 n X*. The argument 
in the proof of Proposition 3.3 shows that 8 n X* satisfies 
Cohn’s criterion for a submonoid of a free monoid to be free 
(cf. PR Theorem VI*6 .2(b) p.236). Thus 8 n X* is freely gene­
rated by the set Y of its atoms. Now Y generates 8 as an alge­
bra, but Y consists entirely of monomials of R, so in any 
algebraic relation among the elements of Y there must be a 
non-trivial monoid relation. But that is impossible. So Y 
freely generates S as an algebra.
Proposition 3.5 Let R = K<X> be a free algebrac and h be a 
monomial of R. Then l(hR) is free. I I
There is an interesting example of a free idealizer l(hR) 
where h is not a monomial. We first recall that a free subal­
gebra 8 of a free algebra R is regularly embedded in R if there 
is a filtration v:R P such that X(v) = X(v|s) = oo.
Example 3.6 Let R = K<x,y> be free on two generators. Take 
h = xyx + y. We will show that 8 = HR + K satisfies weak al­
gorithm with respect to the restriction v of the ÿ-degree to 
S. It will then follow that 8 is free, and by Theorem 3.1 
@ = l(hR), since 8 must be contained in the idealizer. Suppose
we have a v-dependence relation
n
v(2 din) < max[v(q{. )v(n ) [i^i^nj
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To prove X(v) = oo we may assume that the relation is homoge­
neous (in y). Say we have s^pt^ER such that
( h S i ) ( h t i )  + . .. + ( h S n ) ( h t n )  = 0 ; v ( h t i ) ,  c v ( h t n )
and v(h8i)v(hti) =....= v(hsp)v(htn).
Let m be a monomial (in [x,yj) of least x-degree among those 
which appear in the t^  and satisfy v(hm) = v(hti). Since t^  
is homogeneous in y, if m appears in t^  then v(hm) = v(ht|^ ). 
Because S^  = K is a field, we may rearrange the t|^ so that 
m appears in t^ , without loss of generality. We now take the 
left-cofactor-of-ym map *:R -+ R whose dual was defined in the 
proof of Theorem 2.13. Then
(hSi)(hti)» +...+ (hSn)(htn)* = 0
and we need only show that the (ht^)* E 8 . Consider first 
those i for which v(ht^) = v(hti). Since m has smallest, 
possible x-degree, the coefficient of m in xt^  is zero. Thus 
(xyxt^)* = 0 and therefore (ht^)* = (yt^)* E K. In particular 
(hti E K - joj is a unit. Now for those i for which
v(ht(, )>v(hti ) we have v(hti)^v(hym) so by homogeneity in y 
(ht^ )* = h(ti )* E 8 . This proves that v satisfies weak algo­
rithm and hence 8 is free and is the idealizer of hR.
Let w:R P be any degree function with w(x)>1. We will 
show that X(w|s) = 2 and hence 8 is not regularly embedded in 
R. We claim that w(h*hyx - hxyh) < maji{w(h*hyx) ,w(hxyh) ] 
but hxy is not w|s dependent on {hj. These claims are easily 
checked. Note first that w(h) = w(xyx + y) = w(xyx) > w(y) 
because w is a degree function and w(x) > 1. Now 
h'hyx - hxyh = h(y^x - xyS)
w(h'hyx - hxyh) = w(h)'w(y2x - xy^ )  ^w(h) •max{w(y2x) ,v/(xy®)J
< w(-h) •max[w(hyx),w(xyh)}
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and thus w(h»hyx - hxyh) < maxjw(h*hyx) ,w(hxy-h)}, as claimed. 
Now if X(w|S)>2 then 3  seS such that w(hxy - h*s) < w(hxy) and 
w(h*s) < w(hxy). It follows that w(s) = w(xy). But s must, 
be of the form hr + X reR, XeK and so can never satisfy 
w(s) = im(xy). Thus X(w|s) = 2 as desired.
Notice that in the preceding example the subalgebra of 
K<x,y> generated by h, hxy and hyx must be free (as can also 
be verified directly) but is not regularly embedded in K<x,y>. 
This gives us a very economical example to answer Cohn’s 
question [64] p.622 as to whether or not all free subalgebras 
of a free algebra are regularly embedded.
The following results could have appeared in Chapter Two 
but are appropriate to this section.
Proposition 3.7 Let R be an entire ring. Let S be a subring 
of R which contains a non-zero right ideal of R, For any fil­
tration vîS P we can find a v-module u:Rg -* P such that 
X^(u) = X^(v). If X(v) = oo then R is free as right S module.
Proof. Let h be any non-zero element of S such that hR 
lies in S. Define u:Rg P by u(x) = v(hx) for all xeR.
Since R is entire u » v|hR is a v-submodule of v. By Propo­
sition 2.9(2) and Proposition 2.10 X^(u) X^(v). If X(v)= oo
then u is v-free on a weak u-basis so R is free as right S 
module, I
Corollary 3.8 Let R = K<X> be a free algebra, and S be a homo­
geneous subalgebra of R which contains a non-zero 
right ideal of R. Let v;R N be the X-degree filtration.
Then the following are equivalent; (l ) S is free
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(2 ) Xvjgfvls) = =
(3) \ j = °° "
Proof. (1) and (2) are equivalent by a result of Cohn's 
(cf. PR Proposition VI.7.3 p.239). We will prove that (2) 
and (3 ) are equivalent by showing that Xy|g(v|8 ) = ^y|g(v), 
as in the proof of Proposition 3.7. For let h be a non-zero 
element of S such that hR lies in S. Define u:R N by 
u(x) = v(hx) for all x g R. Then u is a v|s module, such that
u ûi ^(^^v as V18 modules. Moreover u is a v |8 submodule of 
V18 - namely the restriction to hR. Thus the result follows 
eaaSly, using Propositions 2.9 and 2.1 0. |
3.2 More Free Idealizers
In our unending search for free idealizers the following 
result will be quite useful.
Theorem 3.9 Let 8 be a homogeneous subalgebra of a free alge­
bra R = K<X>. Let m denote the augmentation ideal of R, and
8 = 8 n m be the induced augmentation ideal. If s n ms = 
then 8 is a free subalgebra. Conversely» if 8 is a free sub-
algebra and contains a(homogeneousLright ideal of R then
s n ms = s^ .
Proof. Clearly 8 = s + K and 8/s K. 8ince s has a 
homogeneous K-spanning set, we can select a homogeneous subset 
Y of s whose image is a K-basis of s/s^. We will prove that Y 
generates 8 as an algebra, and then prove that Y is left R 
independent. It will then follow that 8 is a free algebra, 
freely generated by Y.
Por n^ 1 the images of the monomials in Y of length n form
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a K spanning set of s/s®Hg^g.. (n copies) and hence
of s'^ /s'^ ^^ . Thus Y generates S modulo s»"^ for every n, and 
by homogeneity generates all of S.
To prove left R independence we need the fact that § n ms 
is equal to s®. Now Y is contained in s and is K-independent 
modulo s® so Y is K-independent modulo ms. By the left hand 
analogue of weak algorithm, and homogeneity, any left R-depend- 
ence relation for Y would reduce to a K-dependence relation 
modulo ms. This means that Y is left R independent, and 
therefore S ie free.
Conversely, suppose S is free and contains a(homogeneoua) 
ri#it ideal of R. Let I-Sq + m^ • s  ^ + ... m^ • s^, = 0 m{, €jl,
be a well-arranged homogeneous relation. In order to 
prove that § n ms = s® it suffices to prove that Socs*. We 
do this by induction on n. If n = 0 then Sq = 0 € s®. Sup­
pose that n>0. Then 1,mq,..,mn are right 8 dependent. By 
Corollary 3.8 (1 ) (3) there is a homogeneous relation
tn_i + ...+ mit& + 1 *to with t^eS (and tgEs). Thus 
1*(sq + Gp, ) + #1 (si + t^Sn) + ... + ^n—i'(sn-i + n^—
By induction Bq + toS^ c s^. This completes the proof. |
Corollary 3.10 Let a be a homogeneous right ideal of a free 
algebra R = K<X>. Let m denote the augmentation ideal of R. 
Then a + K is a free sub algebra of R iff a n ma = a^ .|l
By Theorem 3.1 if a + K i s a  free subalgebra then l(a)
equals a + K and then B(a) ^ Km We express this latter 
isomorphism by saying that a has scalar eigenring. If 
moreover a = hR is principal we say that h itself has 
scalar eigenring.
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Corollary 3.11 (Lewin-Lewin [6 8 ]) Let a be a homogeneous 
principal right ideal in a free algebra R. If R/Ra is entire 
then l(a) is free.
Proof. Let m denote the augmentation ideal of R. The 
map 0 :a/a^  -> m/ma obtained by letting -a^R/Ra act on the 
inclusion map a “► m, is an R/Ra-linear map from a cyclic mod­
ule to a free module since tensoring preserves these proper, 
ties. Therefore <f> is either zero or injective. If 0 is 
zero then a c ma whence a c mha c mh+i for all n so 
a = 0. Thus l(a) = R is free. Otherwise a is non-zero and 
0 is injective. This means a n ma = and by Corollary 3.10 
l(§) is free. 11
Later we will apply Corollary 3.11 to the situation where 
h is a homogeneous Lie element of R and a = hR. In that 
case R/Ra is entire by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem.
There are no doubt many free idealizers that have not 
been discovered. For instance, in a free algebra every homo­
geneous principal right ideal considered has had a free ideal­
izer, and no example is known where this does not hold. It is 
slightly misleading that, other than the one in Example 3.6, 
all the free idealizers mentioned have been homogeneous. Y/e 
shall be seeing non-homogeneous examples in Corollary 3.14.
3.3 One Relator Algebras
An algebra of the form R/RtR, where R = K<X> is free and 
r is a non-zero element of R, is called a one-relator algebra 
with the presentation K-alg(X;r). It will be seen that l(rR) 
is quite useful in the study of RrR and hence of R/RrR.
We say a right ideal a in an entire ring R is tense in
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R if the multiplication map aia^ ^^ a^ -» a^  is an isomorphism.
It is clear that if l(a) is a free algebra then a is 
free (hence flat) as left l(a)-module, so the map as^^^^a a
obtained bj) letting or. the inclusion a -+ 1(a)*
is injective, so a is tense in R. Thus being tense is a 
weaker condition than having a free idealizer, and it is thi& 
weaker form which we Sail be applying throughout this section.
Our main interest is the situation where a is a principal, 
right ideal in a free algebra R (which we fixed). To simplify 
terminology we define a tense element r of an entire ring R 
as an element such that rR is tense in R. The following 
proposition shows that this property is left right syrametriCc
Proposition 3*12 Let R be an entire ring. A be a central
subring (e.g. the subring generated by 1 ) and r be any el e­
ment of R. The map mRs^R R ^  xjsy xry has kernel
which contains the (R,R) subbimodule J generated by 
I XB1 - 1 By I xr = ry J. The kernel of m is exactly J iff 
r is tense in R.
Proof. ^Let a = rR, S = l(a). The map R x R ao^a
which sends (x,y) to rxsry induces a map Rh^R |Hg§ such
that following diagram of A modules commutes and has exact
rows and columns. The result follows immediately.
0 0 
0 — > È ' ""4 R^.R ■■"» aa.a 0
I jA —  i o —'
I I  4
0 — ^ Ker m — f Rg^R —  a^  0
0 0
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If, in the preceding proposition, R is commutative and we 
take A = R then the kernel of m is zero for all non-zero reR 
so every element of R is tense. We comment in passing that, 
this may also he true in a free algebra, but we have no gene­
ral result in that direction.
The following technical result will provide useful appli­
cations for tenseness.
Theorem 3.13 Let R be any entire ring and v:R F be a 
degree function. For any right ideal a in R, v induces 
filtrations on a, a^, l(a) and E(a) such that there are 
canonical embeddings (which we treat as inclusions)
(1) gr l(a;R) c l(gr a ; gr R)
(2) gr E(a;R) c E(gr a ; gr R)
(3) (gr a)2 Ç gr(|2 ).
Moreover equality in (1) is equivalent to equality in (2). If 
equality does hold in (1) and if gr a is tense in gr R then
equality holds in (3) and a is tense in R.
Proof. (1 ) Let xcl(a;R). Whenever rea then xrea which 
means that in gr R, x*r = xr e gr a. Since every homogeneous 
element of gr a is of the form r for some re a, it follows that 
X € I(gr a ; gr R). It is now clear that (1) holds.
(2) Since gr is an exact functor we have
gr E(ajR) gr(l(a;R)/a! grl(a;R)/gr p c l(gr a ; gr R)/gr a
but the latter is just E(gr a ; gr R) and (2) holds. It is 
clear that equality in (1 ) is equivalent to equality in (2).
(3) Let X be a non-zero homogeneous element of (gr §.)%. 
We can write x = 2 a^ b^  a-^ ÿb^egr a homogeneous with
v(a(, )v(bL ) = v(x) for all i. By homogeneity there are y^, ,z;, ca
such that = a^, zi = b^  for all i. Now 2 = 2 a^ b^  = x
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which is non-zero. Thus 2 y^z^ = 2 = x lies in gr(g^).
Hence (gr a)® c gr(a^).
It remains to prove the last statement of the theorem. 
Suppose gr l(a;R) = l(gr a ; gr R) and that gr a is tense in
gr R. Consider the commuting diagram of (gr R,gr R) himodules,
where the left column is the surjective map of Proposition 2.5* 
and the right column is the inclusion (3 ).
i V  1(a) I " sr a g) 8? a " (g^ g
1
®l(a) s) -------  >■ gr(a*
By our assumptions the top row is an isomorphism. It follows 
that the left column must be injective, so bijective. Hence 
the bottom row is injective. But gr is "faithful" so 
a a is a kernel in the category of v-modules, so
is an isomorphism, i.e. a is tense in R. Moreover the bottom 
row is bijective because gr is exact. Thus the right column 
is surjective, so bijective and we have equality in (3 ). 11
Corollary 3.14 Let R = K<X> be a free algebra and v;R F 
a filtration satisfying weak algorithm. Identify R and gr R 
in the usual way. If § is a right ideal of R such that 
v|l(gr a) satisfies weak algorithm and E(gr a) = gr E(a) then 
VIl(a) satisfies weak algorithm.
Proof. If E(gr a) = gr E(a) then by Theorem 3.13 
gr 1 (a) = I(gr a) which satisfies weak algorithm by assump­
tion. Thus v|l(a) must satisfy weak algorithm. |1
Notice that if B(gr a) = K then we must have gr fi(a) = K
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and thus E(gr a) = gr E(a). Thus if gr a has scalar eigenring, 
a will have a free idealizer if gr a has a free idealizer.
This constitutes a simplification because the homogeneous case 
is usually easier to handle.
We now take a non-zero element r of our fixed free alge­
bra R = K<X> and write a = rR and b = RrR = Ra.
NOTEsin particular if r is a Lie element of R then (with re­
spect to the X-degree filtration) r is again a Lie element, so 
gr a = rR has scalar eigenring and (by Corollary 3.11) a free 
idealizer. So by Corollary 3.14 a has a free idealizer.
We are interested in the following conjectures, all of 
which have group theory analogues proved by Magnus [30],[3l]o
Preiheitsoatz.If XqeX such that r involves x^(i.e. r is not in 
the subalgebra generated by X - ixoi) then the image of X-[xol 
in R/b freely generates a free subalgebra.
Little Preiheitssatz. If b = R then a = R.
Solvability of the Word Problem. There is an algorithm for 
deciding in a finite number of steps whether a given element 
of R lies in b. (it is necessary to assume that it is always 
possible to tell when two elements of K are equal, in which 
case we say K is effectively presented.)
Identity Theorem. If r has scalar eigenring then |r + b^j 
freely generates b/b^ as (right) (R/b) ( R/b) module. (The
scalar eigenring assumption is probably necessary. In the 
discussion following Theorem 3.18 we will see that its necessity
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would follow from the little Preiheitssatz, )
Neither a counterexample, nor a complete proof is known 
for any of these statements. We can, however, use Theorem 3.13 
to produce partial results. Let us fix a filtration v:R -> P 
satisfying weak algorithm, with weak algebra basis p ;X P-[1 ]c 
As usual we identify R and gr R. Por a = rR Theorem 3.13 
says that if gr E(rR) = L(rR) and if r is tense in R then r 
is tense in R and rRrR = gr(rRrR) or equivalently gr(RrR)= RrR.
This is quite unusual - it means that the ideal generated by
the leading terms of the elements of b is generated by the 
single element r.
Theorem 3.15 Let R = K<X> be a free algebra, r be a non-zero 
element of R and b = RrR. Let v:R -> P be a filtration satis- 
fying weak algorithm with weak algebra basis p:X F-jl), and 
identify R and gr R. It gr E(rR) = E(rR) and r is tense in 
R then the following are true:
(1) The identity theorem holds for r
(J?) If the Preiheitssatz holds for r then it holds for r
(3) If the filter F is effectively presented then the
word problem for R/RrR is solvable.
Proof. Write a = rR, S = l(a) and E = B(a). By the re­
marks preceding the theorem, a is tense in R and gr b = RrRe 
(l ) Suppose E e K i.e. r has scalar eigenring. Since a is 
tense in R § a “ Under - iSg S/a this becomes
q/a^Hgy^ ^a^ af/as. But 8 = E e K. Thus we can write the
isomorphism as rR/rb rR/rb «« rb/rb^. But as right R modules
rl^rb « R/b and ^b® ^ rb/rb®. Thus as K-spaces
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b/b® K rb/rb® rR/rb rR/rb = R/b R/b .
But the isomorphism b/b® a* R/b R/b happens to be (R,R) lin­
ear, which means that b/b® is freely generated by [ r + b^ {as 
right (R/b)°^&T^(R/b) module.
(2) Suppose that r involves x^eX and let bcb. Then 
b€gr b = RrR. If b is in the subalgebra of R generated by 
X - [xoj then so is b. But the Preiheitssatz holds for r so 
b = 0. Thus b = 0 and the Preiheitssatz holds for r.
(3) Suppose that P is effectively presented. Let rgSR. 
Because gr b = RrR we will be able to perform an operation that 
is reminiscent of long division to ascertain whether rgEb.
We first reduce to the case where X is finite as follows. 
Let X' be the set of those xeX which appear in r and/or r^ ,.
This is a finite set and is determinable by inspection. When­
ever 2 s^ rti = r^  in R we can set all xcX - X' equal to zero 
and get an expression 2 s{ rt^  = rg in the subalgebra of R gene­
rated by X'• We may therefore assume that X = X' is finite.
We now give an algorithm for deciding if rgERrR. This is 
the homogeneous case of the word problem, which Lewin [68] 
observed is always solvable as follows. By inspecting the fi­
nite set of monomials whose length does not exceed the length 
of v(ro ) we can find the set of all pairs of monomials (s,t) 
such that v(srt) = v(ro). To ask if Tq belongs to RrR is e- 
quivalent to seeking a solution [ , } c K to the (finite)S , u —
set of linear equations which arise by equating monomials* co­
efficients in 2 srt\^ . = r .^ By linear algebra we have an 
(s,t)
algorithm for deciding if the system has a solution.
If not then ro/firR = gr b so rg/L. If it does have a 
solution, say 2 srtX . = Tq , we define = ro - 2 srtX ..
S ,b S,o
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Now Tq = S = 2 srtX^  ^ so v(r^)<v(ro). Moreover
r^  = To (mod b). Clearly we can define a sequence rojr^^rg... 
such that v(ro)>v(ri)>... such that all the r^  are congruent 
modulo b where the last r^  is zero or has leading term not in 
gr b. This is a ^remainder”mod b and is 0 iff roEb. \\
As an interesting application, let us consider the case 
where r is a Lie element of R, and v :E -* N is the X-degree 
filtration. We have seen that B(rR) = K = gr E(rR) and that 
l(rR) is free. A fortiori r is tense in R so by Theorem 3.15 
b/b® is free as (R/b)°^a^ (R/b) module and the word problem 
for R/b is solvable. We can also prove the Preiheitssatz for 
r. For suppose that r involves some XqSX. Let v^  :R -* N be 
the filtration with weak algorithm whose weak algebra basis ds
by P(x) = X d
With respect to v* the leading term of r is again a Lie 
element and Xq appears in all of its monomials. By Theorem 
3.15(2) the Preiheitssatz holds for r. We use these observa­
tions in the following.
Corollary 3.16 (Sirsov [62]) Let X be a set, L be the free 
Lie algebra on X and r be a non-zero element of L. There is 
an algorithm for deciding in a finite number of steps if a 
given element of L belongs to the ideal C In L generated b.v r. 
If XqgX is such that r is not in the Lie subalgebra of L 
generated by X - i Xq j then the image of X - 1Xq } in I/C freely 
generates a free Lie subalgebra.
Proof. The universal algebra of L is R = K<X> and L can 
be viewed as the set of Lie elements of R. The universal alge­
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bra of L/C is R/b where b = RrR, By the Poincarê-Birkhoff-Witt 
Theorem L n b = C. To decide whether an element r^ e^L belongs 
to C is equivalent to deciding whether r-QEb, which we can do 
by the above remarks. Now let x^eX be such that . r is not 
in the Lie subalgebra of L generated by X - }xoj. Equating 
Xq to 0 alters r, so r is not in the subalgebra of R gene­
rated by X-ixoi. Now the image of X - {x^  j in R/b is known to 
freely generate a free subalgebra , but that is the universal 
algebra of the Lie subalgebra of L/C generated by X - [xq!. 
Thus the Lie algebra itself must be free on X - }xoi which 
proves the result.H
Let us now consider the case where X is well-ordered and 
v:R ^ F is the leading monomial filtration K<X> 3Ï* of Ex­
ample 2.3. This is a particularly useful filter for applying 
Theorem 3.15 (1) and (3). For in this case r is a scalar mul­
tiple of a monomial, so by Proposition 3.4 is tense in R. Thus 
whenever gr E(rR) = E(rR) we can solve the word problem and 
prove the little Preiheitssatz and the identity theorem for r, 
(And of course l(rR) is freej Moreover if some XqeX appears 
in the leading monomial of r then we can deduce the Preiheits­
satz for r - However, in general, there need not be a well 
ordering of X such that a given x^eX appears in the leading 
monomial of r, and it may be necessary to give Xq a higher 
degree - say v(x^"Wkw>v(r).
The following theorem gives a description of E(rR).
Theorem 3.17 Let P be a filter and H = 2 H be a grader»
W€P ^
algebra (i.e. = K is central in h ) with two-term weak algo­
rithm. Let h be a non-zero homogeneous element of H. Then
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3 m,n € ]N such that
E(hH) =< K[To,Tt,..,T„]/(T8, T-,Tj i + j / 0).
Proof. For convenience we write v(x) for the degree of 
any xeH. We will need the following consequence of two-term 
weak algorithm; Any atomic factorization of a homogeneous ele­
ment of H is unique up to associates.
Let h he a homogeneous element of l(hH),say hh = hh'.
If v(b)>v(h) then there is a homogeneous deH such that b = hd 
so b has zero image in E(hH). If 0<v(b)<v(h) then h = bd for 
some homogeneous deH so b is a left factor of h. But the left 
factors of h are totally ordered (up to associates) by left 
divisibility (or even by v). Thus dim^E(hH) is finite.
Let bo be a homogeneous element of l(hH) such that v(bo ) 
is minimal, exceeding 1. There is a minimal n^1 such that 
v(bS)^v(h) because bg cannot be a left factor of h for all n. 
This n is an invariant of E(hH) , namely the highest nilpo­
tence order. By homogeneity 1 ,bo ,bg,.. ,bg must be K-inde-*- 
pendent modulo hH, so dim^ E(hH)^n. Therefore m = dim^B(hH)-n
is another (non-negative) invariant of E(hH).
Let bi,..,bm be homogeneous elements of l(hH) such that 
the image of (l,bo,. ,b^\bi,..,bm) is a K-basis of E(hH). VYe 
claim that v(bob*^  )>v(h) for all i^1. Suppose to the contrary 
that v(bobt )<v(h) for some i>1. But bgb^ €l(hH) so bob{,d = h 
for some dcH. By counting atoms we see that h cannot be a 
left factor of b^bo, so b^bo is also a left factor of h. By 
inspecting atoms we see that bob^ = b^bo. Now let j be max­
imal such that bj, = b^c for some homogeneous ceH. By two-term 
weak algorithm, and maximality of j, v(c) < v(bo ) ; and, as in 
the proof of Proposition 3-3 cel(hH). Therefore ceK by the
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minimality of v(bo). Thus bjJ and b^, are K-dependent, which is 
a contradiction. Thus v(bobL ) and v(b{,bo) are both greater 
than v(h) so and b^bo have zero image in E(hH). Thus
S(hH) has the desired algebra structure.W
If reR = K<X> is homogeneous and E(rR) / K then there is 
a homogeneous boel(r-R) such that 3c,deR and n>2 such that 
bg = rd and bg~&c = r. Thus bg = rd = bg-^cd and bg = cd. 
Therefore r = (cd)‘^'^C; v(d)<v(r). Following Lentin [71 ], we 
call such elements sesquipowers (or "self-overlapping" or 
"periodic"). Thus a non-zero homogeneous reR has Scalar 
eigenring iff r is not a sesquipower. In Theorem 3*15 we can 
replace "gr E(rR) = E(rR)" by "r is not a sesquipower". In 
particular if X is well ordered, and the leading monomial of r 
is not a sesquipower then r fulfills the requirements of 
Theorem 3*15 It is of interest that ëirSov [62] Lemma 2 proves
that the leading monomial of a Lie element cannot be a sesqui­
power.
We now return to the unfiltered case.
Theorem 3.18 Let r be an element of a free algebra R = K<Xx
The inclusion l(rR) R induces an algebra homomorphism
jy:E(rR) -> R/RrR.
If every non-unit right factor of r generates a proper ideal of 
R then is injective. The little Preiheitssatz is true iff 
Jp is injective for all reR.
Proof. Clearly is injective iff RrR n l(rR) = rR. If 
r = 0 there is no problem. Suppose that r / 0. Let b be 
any element of RrR n l(rR). We need only show that berR, so
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we may assume that h / 0. Now hel(rR) so hR n rR / 0. But R
is a 2-fir so there exixtS a non-zero ceR such that bR + rR=cR,
Write r = cr',r'eR.- Now cR = bR + rR c RrR. Thus
RcR Ç RrR = Rcr'R c (RcR)(Rr'R) c RcR.
Clearly equality holds throughout and RcR = (RcR)(Rrf'R)^ But 
R is a fir so RcR is a non-zero free right R module. Clearly 
the only possibility is Rr'R = R. Our assumption on right 
factors of r now tells us that r' is a unit. Hence becR ~ rR 
and is injective.
If the little Preiheitssatz is true, then by the above 
result j^ is injective for all reR, Conversely, if j^ is in­
jective for all reR then for any non-unit reR,
K c E(rR) Ç R/RrR 
so R / RrR which is exactly the little Preiheitssatz.H
Recall that we have fixed R = K<X> and a non-zero reR|
and denoted a = rR, b = RrR. The map j = j^:E(a) R/b of
Theorem 3.18 determines a right E = E(a) module structure on 
R/b. Of course j^ also gives us a left E module structure, 
but we prefer a more appropriate one, constructed as follows. 
Let X€l(a). Then xr = ry for a unique yel(Rr). Borrowing 
from group theory, we write y = x^. The map ad r;l(a) I(8rV 
which sends each x to x^, is a ring isomorphism. Which IxicUlceS 
an isomorphism ® « E(Rr). As in Theorem 3 . 1 8  there is a naü’ur- 
al map j' ;E(Rr) R/^, and the composite E E(Rr) R/b gives 
us our desired left E module structure on R/b. Thus R/b is an 
(E,E) bimodule.
The map I^b x I^b b/b® which sends (x + b,y + b) to 
xry + b® determines a map a:R/b Hg R/b b/^® which is an
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(R,R) linear epimorphism. The map cx' ;R/h R/b -> which
sends (x + b) a (y + b) to xry + b® factors over R/^ Hg R/b 
in a natural way
R/b Bg R/b
R/b*Bg^R/b
and we see that the kernel of contains {x^ al - Iz(x^ )^ * jxel| 
If j is injective and E / K then this set is non-zero and a' 
is not a bijection. In this case [r + b®} cannot freely 
generate ^/b® as right (R/b)°^a^(R/b) module. This then justi­
fies the scalar eigenring assumption in the identity theorem 
conjecture. Notice that by the same reasoning as in the proof 
of Theorem 3-15(1)> we can show that if r is tense in R then 
a is an isomorphism. Thus if all elements of a free algebra 
are tense then the identity theorem is true.
Vfe cannot leave this topic without quoting Lewin*s elegant 
identity theorem.
Theorem (Lewin [74a]) Let r be a non-zero element of a free 
algebra R = K<X> and write b = RrR, Q = (R/b)°^a^^(R/b), %f Q 
is entire then jr + b® j freely generates b/b® as right Q module 
In particular this holds if r is a Lie element of R.
Proof. There is a Q-1 inear embedding b/b® due to
Barr-RXnehart [66] (cf. Appendix of this thesis A.4.III).
Since Q is entire the cyclic Q-module ^b® must be free, so 
the identity theorem holds for r. In the case where r is 
a Lie element of R, let L be the Lie subalgebra of R gene­
rated by X and A be the Lie ideal of L generated by r. Then
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Q is the universal algebra of (l/A)^^Hg(l/A) so is entire by 
the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem, [j
Remark; In Lewin*s Theorem if Q is entire then r must have 
scalar eigenring for the following reason. Clearly r has 
no (non-unit) right factor other than itself, so by Theorem 318 
ifi(rR) c R/b. But E(rR) is commutative (cf. PR p.173) and 
finite-dimensional (cf. Theorem 3.17 and Proposition 2.4 and 
Theorem 3.13(2) or see PR p.172). Thus E(rR) E(rR) c Q is 
a finite dimensional integral domain and therefore E(rR) = K.
3.4 Pure Subalgebras
Por our final topic of this chapter we take the concept 
of "purity" from Kosevoi [71]. Let K[t] denote the polynomial 
ring in one variable. If ceR = K<X> and feK[t] we let f(c) 
denote the image of f under the algebra homomorphism ■
K[t] R which sends t to c. A subalgebra S of R is pure in R 
if whenever we have rcR and a non-scalar geK[t] such that 
g(r)€S we also have reS. Clearly R and K are pure in R.
The interest of pure subalgebras lies in the fact that 
they satisfy the conclusion of
Bergman’s Centralizer Theorem (Bergman [67],[69]) The central­
iser of any non-scalar element of R is a polynomial ring in 
one variable.
The intersection of a non-empty family of pure subalgebras 
is pure, as is easily seen. Thus any subset Y of R is contain­
ed in a smallest pure subalgebra of R, namely the intersection 
of all pure subalgebras which contain Y. We call this the 
pure subalgebra of R generated by Y.
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Theorem 3.19 In a free algebra R = K<X> the pure subalgebra 
generated by a non-zero principal right ideal a is l(a).
Proof. Write a = bR, beR. By a previous observation E(a) 
is finite-dimensional so algebraic over K. Hence for any 
cel(a) there is a non-zero f€K[t] such that f(c)ea, and there­
fore c is in every pure subalgebra which contains a. Thus l(a)
itself is contained in every pure subalgebra which contains a, 
and it only remains to prove that l(a) is in fact pure. To 
this end, suppose that ceR and geX[t] such that g(c)el(a) and 
g is non-scalar. Then there exists a non-scalar feK[t] such 
that f(g(c))ea. Therefore h(c)ea where h = f(g)eK[t] is non 
scalar. Say h(c) = br, reR. Then c commutes with h(c) = br 
so cbr = brc e bR. Therefore cbebR (cf.E® pp.158-159) which 
means cel(a).H
Remark; The word "purity" originates from the familiar situa­
tion where a subgroup B is "pure" in an abelian group A if for 
any ns, %  and any aeA if naeB then there is a beB such that 
na = nb. A pure subalgebra S of R is such that for any feK[t] 
and any reR if f(r)eS then there exists seS such that f(r)=f-{s):. 
If R is a free algebra this definition coincides with the one 
given above. For without loss of generality we may assume that 
the centralizer of r is K[r],so is the centralizer of f(s),sc 
is the centralizer of s so s is a polynomial in r, and by de­
gree considerations is a linear polynomial in r. Thus r is a 
linear polynomial in s, so reS.
Credits and Comments 
Except where otherwise indicated this chapter is believed
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to be original - thus apart from Lewin’s Identity Theorem, and
the statement of Corollary 3*16. However the proofs of Theor­
ems 3.1 and 3.9 owe much to Cohn’s proof of Corollary 3.2 and 
the Lewins’ proof of Corollary 3.11 respectively. Also, our 
proof of Corollary 3.11 is indebted to Labute’s proof of his 
identity theorem [6?].
The history of the idealizer goes back as far as Ore [32]= 
With such exceptions as Pitting [35]s Robson [72] etc, the 
idealizer has not been very prominent in the literature. Ore 
and Pitting were more concerned with the eigenring, from the 
viewpoint of Fitting’s isomorphism E(a;R) =< End^(B/a).
The word "tense" is intended to echo the slightly differ­
ent concept "tensorial" introduced in Cohn [70].
Theorem 3.15 appeared in Dicks[72], although there filters 
were taken to be commutative (and cancellation was tacitly 
understood).
Apparently the only other result in the literature on one 
relator algebras is a Preiheitssatz (Lewin-Lewin [68]): Let 
R = K<X> and reR be such that R/RrR is entire. If XqêX is 
such that the least homogeneous component of r involves Xq 
then X - [xq! modulo RrR freely generates a free subalgebra of 
R/RrR. Their proof hinges on showing inductively that the 
i»i^ p1fe-cofactor map associated to any monomial ending in Xq maps 
r to RrR, if the Preiheitssatz for r fails.
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4:The Cocha
Relative to a filtration v:R * F the gocha of a v-free 
v-module (as defined in 2.2) is the analogue of rank. We will 
now consider a filtered analogue of the (Euler-Poincaré) Char­
acteristic, and call it also the gocha. For filtrations with 
weak algorithm we find a Schreier-Lewin formula, and in the 
graded case we prove a result for free idealizers. We give 
another proof of the Golod-Safarevid infinite-dimensionality 
criterion, and then look at Brack's refinement of Vihberg's 
criterion.
4.1 A More General Gocha
Through 4.1 to 4.3 we fix a filtration v;R F where R 
has IBN.
Let m denote the augmentation ideal of the monoid ring 
2<F>. By considering lengths of lowest terms we see n mn= 0. 
Thus the m-adic completion TL <F> %  « F »  is an embedding.
Let m denote the completion of ra in Z <<F>>. Then
m = Ker[Z <<P» -> Z ]
and n m" =0. Let 1:Z « F »  H  u Jooj be the m-adic fil­
tration. On the filter F, 1 agrees with the length function. 
As cardinals are viewed as sets, we will view the elements
of
]N<<F>> = [ 2 wn € Z «F>> | n e B  for all coeP }
CUE F
as filtered sets.
If a v-free v-module has gocha ^e3N<<P>>, then as v-module 
it is isomorphic to ^v and is locally finitely generated. By 
Proposition 2.11, v has IG since R,and hence R^, has IBN. If a
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V-module u;M -> P has a finite v-free resolution
0 *^^ v-> ... ^^v ^°v-»u-» 0
with all the € 3N<<P>>, we find, by Schanuel’s Lemma, that
So(-l)*^^L G Z <<P>> is an invariant of u, independent of the
choice of Resolution. More generally, we can consider v-modules 
u;M P with a convergent v-free resolution
... -» *^^ v V -» ^°v -» u -* 0
i.e. G ]N<<P>> for all n, and converges to 0 in the m
adic topology. For ne IN we can find je IN such that for all
l(^t)^^* The convergent sequence [ 2g I ^ = 1,2,.j
has a limit which, by Schanuel's Lemma, is independent of the 
choice of resolution. We define the gocha of u with respect 
to V to be this limit. It is denoted y(u;v) = 2^ (-l)"%n'
Let IL^  denote the full subcategory of IM^  whose objects 
have a convergent v-free resolution. The following is obvious 
by Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 4.1 Let v:R ^  F be a filtration and let R^  have 
IBN. If u' ,u" € I ]L^  I and 0 ^ u' u u" 0 is exact in 
then u e | X.^  | and y(u;v) = y(u' ;v) + y(u" ;v). In particular 
IL^  is an additive category, |
For an additive category Œ, and a monoid W we define a 
right (resp. left) W action on (D as a monoid morphism (rasp, 
areti-morphism ) from W to the monoid of exact covariant 
endofunctors on d. For example, every additive category has
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a right and left N-action, where assigns to each object,
A of Œ the object A'^ = A*A*A. .oA (n copies).
There is a left P action on ]M which has cueP assign to
a v-module u, the v-module ^u. This endofunctor is clearly 
exact. V\fe can then define a left B<<P>> action on ]M as fol­
lows. Por any v-module u, and any ^ » 2 cun^  € ]N<<P>> let
^u = 2 (^u)^. This is a well-defined v-module since has 
arbitrary coproducts. Moreover coproducts preserve exactness 
so we have a left action on . We wish to show that this
determines a left IN<<P>> action on IL^  . Let rj e IN <<?>> and
let u e I I. Then there is a convergent v-free resolution
^°v u 0
and hence a resolution
...^(^^v) ^(^v) ^u 0
which is v-free since ^(^’^v) = *^^ *'(v). But converges
to 0 in the m-adic topology because does. Thus ^u € | |
and we have a left IN <<P>> action on IL^  .
The most interesting situation occurs when v itself has 
a convergent v^-free resolution
.,, Vi ^^Vi ^°Vi V 0
in M  . In this case any v-module u with a convergent v-free
resolution
. • . 2^ Y -> .^1Y -+ Y -Q -> 0
gives rise to a double complex of v^ modules whose columns and
bottom row are exact.
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, 1 , ! 
i 1
. . . -* 0^ ^  ^0 Vo Y^  -i" 0
j -I
' ' ' -» '^I'V C^»Y -» 0
i i
0 0
Now the bottom row can be factored out of the associated com­
plex of Vi modules, without affecting the exactness which is 
guaranteed by Theorem 1.2. Thus
• • •-> ^0 L VL -> . . . ^ o V o u 0 (l )
is a convergent Vi-free resolution of u. Moreover
y(u;vi) = 3
i, j
 ^ j
= y(u|v) -y(v;Vi ),
which we summarize as follows.
Proposition 4.2 Let v:R -> P be a filtration such that R^  has 
IBN, and v has a convergent v^ free resolution. If u e | 
then as v^  module ue IIL I and y(u;v^ ) = y(u;v)‘y(v;Vi ). H
In the case where R^ is a sfield all v^  modules are v^  
free. Hence a v^  module u:M P has a convergent v^-free 
resolution iff it is locally finitely generated. Another 
way to express this is
VcueP dim^gr^M < oo.
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Suppose moreover that v is locally finitely generated as v& 
module. By Proposition 4.2 any v-module u e | | must, as
module,he an object of IL . As we shall see, the converse 
also holds. Let Uq :M P be a v-module such that for all oieP
diiiip^  gr^M is finite. Let be a weak u^ -basis. Then | I
lies in IN<<P>>. Let l^olv = Po :P P, and let Po ^ Ug 0
be the cokernel in ]M^  determined by the choice of ^ . Denote 
its kernel by u^ ;K -» P. Suppose that for some ne IN = 0 for 
all cueP such that l(cu) < n. It follows from the properties of
a weak ug'basis that = 0 for all cueP such that l(cu) g n + 1,
Thus for any weak Uibasis , 1(|^^|) > 1(|^|). Continuing 
in this fashion we construct a (minimal) v-free resolution of 
u, and it is convergent by the above remarks. Thus ue| | as
claimed.
Proposition 4.3 Let v;R P be a filtration such that R^  is a 
sfield and v is locally finitely generated as v^  module. For
any exact sequence 0 -> u^  u u" -> 0 u e | 3L^  |
then so are u',u".
Proof, Write u;M P, u':M' P, u";M" -+ P. Then for all
we F 0 gr^M -> gr^M" 0 is an exact sequence of R^
modules, so u* and u" obviously satisfy the finite dimensional­
ity requirement if u does. |
4.2 The Schreier-Lewin Formula
It is obvious that if a v-module u:M # P has a finite 
v-free resolution
0-> Y ^Oy _> u -> 0
with all the e ]N<P> = IN«P>> n Z<P>, then M has a finite
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free resolution of R-modules of finite rank. Moreover the mon­
oid ring homomorphism 3£<P> Z which sends P to  ^ must send 
y(u;v) to the Euler-Poincare characteristic, denoted x(M;R)« 
This introduces a note of finiteness into an otherwise hope­
lessly infinite situation.
Let us apply this to the case where v:R P satisfies 
weak algorithm. Assume that the right gocha rank |p| of v 
lies in IN<<P>>. Then for each weP, is spanned by a fi­
nite set of monomials in X where p;X ->• P is a weak algebra 
basis of V. Thus v is locally finitely generated as v^  mod­
ule. (Conversely, if v is locally finitely generated as v^  
module then jpj e ]N<<P>>.) In R the set X generates a pro­
per right ideal m whPeh -tw o srded. Moreover R/g %
as Rj_ rings, which means that the choice of X determines an 
augmentation R R^  with augmentation ideal m. But p is a 
weak v|m basis and therefore 0 I v v -> v^  0 is an 
exact sequence of v-modules. Thus y(v^;v) = 1 - |p|. By Pro­
position 4 . 2  y(v^ ;v)y(v;vi ) = y(v±;vi) = 1. Therefore 1 - |p| 
is a unit in Z <<P>> and y(v;v^) = (1 - |p|)” .^ Let X be a fi­
nite set with, say, d elements. Then 1 - |p| € ® r < P > .  This 
enables us to prove the following.
Theorem 4.4 Let v;R -* F be a filtration satisfying weak al­
gorithm with a finite weak algebra basis with, say, d elements. 
Then any R module M which is finite dimensional as R^_ module 
has a finite presentation as R-module and %(M;R) = (dim^ M)(l-d)
Proof. Let M be an R module that is finite dimensional 
as R^ module. Clearly there is an epimorphism RP ^ M ^ 0 of 
R modules, for some me IN. Let u;M -♦ P be the filtration 
induced by v"', via the epimorphism. By Corollary 2.16 the ker-
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nel of v”* u is v-free. Thus for some filtered set ^ there
Y
is an exact sequence 0-+^v-*v*” ^ u ^  0 of v-modules. By 
Proposition 4.3, ^ e B<<P>> and thus y(u;v) = m - ^ e Zc<P>>. 
Moreover y (u;Vj_ ) = y(u;v)-y(v;vi ) = (m - %)'(1 - |p|)~^ where 
Ip I is the (right) gocha rank of v. But y(u;v^ ) and |pj both 
belong to IN<P> by hypothesis, so m - % = y(u;Vi)*(l - |p|) be­
longs to Z <P>. Hence ^ e 3N<P>, This proves that x (M;R) is 
defined. Applying the monoid ring homomorphism 2kP> ^ Z which 
sends P to 1 to
y(u;v) =y(u;vi)‘(l - |p|)
we get
X(M;R) = (dimj^^M)-(l-d).tl
Let us apply Theorem 4,4 to recover Lewin*s formula [69] 
for mixed free algebras. A mixed free algebra S = K<XuYuY~% 
over a field K is the polynomial ring in non-commuting indeter­
minate s XuY where some subset Y of them is invertible. Clearly 
the subalgebra R = K<XuY> is free and Theorem 4.4 applies to it.
Let Me be an 8-module and let ^  M -> 0 be an R-linear o
epimorphism. Because R is a fir the kernel must be free, say
0 Er M » 0 (2)
is exact. Let n > 1, and let B denote the set of monomials 
(in XuYuY*-^) of length n which begin with elements of Y“  ^,
Then B spans a left R-submodule S„ of S. Por beB write y^ 
for the unique element of Y such that ybb e Sp ^(where Sq = R).
This sequence remains exact under Mh„ so Tor-(M,Sn/Sn - ) = 0 
and hence the induced map Torf (M,Sn Torf (M,Sn ) is surjec-
tive. But So = R, and by induction it follows that Torf(M.8»)=0 
for all n. Now 8=lim 8^  so TorJ(M,S) = lim Tor*(M,8n) = 0.
Applying _a^8 to (2) we get the exact sequence
0 - % g p 8  ^RH j^ S -> Mm^8 0. (3)
It is clear that ^Ra^8 « ^8. Also Mh^S M because M is an 8
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module and satisfies the universal Y inverting property of 
Thus (3) becomes
and we see that %(M;8) = x(M;R) if the latter is defined. Thus 
we have proved
Corollary 4.5 (Lewin [69]) Let K be a field, S = K<XuYuY~'’> 
a mixed free K algebra where |xuY| = d < oo. %f M is an S mod­
ule that is finite dimensional as K-module then %(M;8) is de­
fined and y(M:S) =(dim^M)'(l-d).||
4.3 Gocha Computations for Graded Algebras
Fix a finite- set X and a field. K. , Let R = K<X> have the 
usual grading, and let v:R N denote the'X-degree filtration.
By considering the filtered cardinality of a homogeneous 
generating set of a two-sided ideal b of R,. Golod and Safarevid 
[64] found a criterion for R/b to be infinite dimensi&nal.
This was instrumental, in their construction of several.important 
examples. There are now at least two other verifications of 
their criterion: Vinberg [6 5 ], Herstein [68]. We will shortly 
be giving yet another-demonstration. However the main objec­
tive of this section is to present an explicit formula in cer­
tain utopian circumstances. We first need the following.
Lemma 4.6 Let v:R ^ F be a filtration. .Let u be a (v,v) 
bimodule such that as right v-module u^G|IL^ |, Then for 
any locally finitely generated v-free v-module u'
y(u/#yU;v) = y(u';v)-y(u;v)
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Proof, Let u* = ^v, ^ € 3N<<P>>, Then u 'h^u = 
which is isomorphic to as right v module. Thus
y(u'a^u;v) = y(^u;v) = %-y(u;v) = y(u* ;v)-y(u;v).|1
Por the remainder of this chapter all v-modules will he 
understood to have filtrations induced by v, via obvious pre­
sentations, Given such a v-module u:M N we will write 
y(M;R) in place of y(u;v) and y(M) in place of y(u;Vj_ ).
Lemma 4.7 Let P be a commutative filter, and v;R P be a 
filtration satisfying weak algorithm such that v is locally 
finitely generated as v^ module. Let a be a right ideal of 
R and v/rite b = Ra and Q = R/b. Then y(R) is a unit in 
Z <<P>> and the following hold for the induced filtrations 
(1 ) y(Q) = y(R) - y(b)
(2) y(b;R) = 1 - y(Q)-y(R)"^
(3) y(a/|®) = y(Q)-y(a;R)
(4) Vn^1 y(a*^ +^ /a*^ +® ) = y(a/a® ) •y(b;R)'^
Proof. (1) Obvious.
(2) y(|;R) = y(|)-y(R)"'' = [y(fi) - y(Q)]•y(R)"''
= 1 -  y ( Q ) - y ( H ) ~ f
(3) By Corollary 2.16, a" is v-free for all n.
So by Lemma 4.6, y(a"g^ b^R) = y(a*^  |R) *y(b;R). But a"^ a^ b « a"+^
so yCâ'^ +^ jR) = y(a"^  ;R) "y(b;R) = y(a;R) 'y(^;R)" by induction. 
Thus y(a/a®) = y(a) - y(a®) = [y(a;R) - y(a®;R)]*y(R)
= y(a;K)-[l - y(6;R)]-y(R) 
= y(|;K)-ly(R) - vOg)]
= y(|;R)-y(Q)‘
(i+) More generally 
yCa^+Vâ"*®) = yCi"'*'^ ) - y(|"‘''®) = [y(an+i;R) - y(|"+®;R)]’y(R)
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= [y(a;B) - y(a®;R)] •y(b;R)n *y(R) = [y(a) - y(a®)]"yCb;R)n 
= y(a/a®)*y(b^R)n.|l
Theorem 4.8 Let P he a commutative filter and R = S R be an— — ...... " ' OJ ' ■K— A
P-gradedring satisfying weak algorithm and locally finitely ge­
nerated as K = iR space. Let a be a proper homogeneous right 
ideal of R and write b = Ra, Q = R/b, I = l(a), il = K(a) all 
with the induced gradings. If I satisfies weak algorithm then
y(Q) = y(E)"[y(E)-y(R)""^ + y(a;R]"^
Proof, Since a is free as graded right I-module, a/a®=jaSjE 
is free as graded right E-module. Therefore the canonical map 
(X :a/a®ggs/a® a®/a® is an isomorphism, homogeneous of degree 1
Hence y(a/a®gg a/a® ;E) = y(a®/a®;E). But a/a® is free as
graded right E-module, so y(a/g®gg g/a® ;E) = y(a/a®;E)^ by 
Lemma 4.6. Therefore y(a/a® ;E)® = y(a®/a®;E). Multiplying 
both sides by y(E)® we get. y (a/a® )® = y(a®/a® ) •y(E). By Lem­
ma 4.7 (3) and (4) (with n = 1 ) we get
y(Q)'y(a;R)-y(a/a®) = y(|/a®)-y(^;R)*y(E).
After cancelling the non-zero factor y(a/a®), we get
y(Q)*y(|;R) = y(%;&)'y(E) = [i - y(Q)*y(R)”^]*y(E).
Hence y(Q)[y(a;R) + y(R)’"^ *y(E)] = y(E) and the result 
follows, il
Corollary 4.9 (Labute [b7]) Let K be a field. P be a commuta­
tive filter, and v;K<X> P be a filtration satisfying weak al­
gorithm and locally finitely generated as v^  module. If a is 
a homogeneous Lie element of R = K<X> then y(R/RaR)=£l-p+v(a)]~^
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where p is the gocha rank of v.
Proof. By Corollary 3.11 a = aR satisfies the require­
ments of Theorem 4.8 with E = K. 1|
We can of course apply Theorem 4.8 to other homogeneous 
principal right ideals a = aR e.g. if a is a monomial or if 
R/RaR is entire., etc.
We turn now to the Golod-2afareviÔ criterion. It will 
simplify notation if we partially order TL <<P», F a filter, 
by defining iff r)-^ e 1N«P».
Lemma 4.10 Let K be a field. F be a commutative filter and 
v;iC<X> -+ P be a filtration with weak algorithm which is 
locally finitely generated as v^  module. Let a be a proper 
homogeneous right ideal of R = K<X> and give b = Ra, Q = R/b
the induced gradings. Then y(Q)*y(a;R) ^ y(b;R).
Proof. Because Q has the grading induced by v, we can 
choose a K-splitting Q R homogeneous of degree 1. Then 
QSr Ê a->Ra = b i s a  sequence of right R-linear maps,
homogeneous of degree 1. By taking a homogeneous element 
ra (r6R,aea) of least degree in b that is not in the image of 
the map a b we arrive at a contradiction, as follows. 
Write r = q + b where q is the image of r under R Q R
and b = r - q e b. Then qa is clearly in the image of the
map a b, and b is in the image since it has degree at
most v(r) < v(ra), so ba is in the image. Therefore the map
is surjective. But Q is free as graded K-module so a 
and b are free as graded right R-modules. Thus 
y(Q)'y(|JK) = y(Q)-y(a)-y(R)”  ^ = y(Q^ a)‘y(fi)~^
= yCO^K y(b;R).||
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Theorem 4.11 (Golod-Safareviô[64]) Let K he a field. P be a 
commutative filter and v;K<X> F be a filtration satisfying 
weak algorithm and locally finitely generated as v^ module. 
Write R = K<X>, and let |p| be the gocha rank of v. If
%:Y ^  P - Hi is a filtered subset of v* such that
[1 - IpI + 1^1 ]“L  0 but i m<p>
then R/RYR is infinite dimensional.
Proof. We need only show that y(^/RYR) ft B  <P> and for 
this it suffices to prove that y(R/RYR) > [l - |p| +
Write a = YR, b = RYR, Q = R/b. Clearly a is a proper homoge­
neous right ideal of R, and by homogeneity ^ must contain a 
weak v|a basis, so y(a;R)^|%|. Hence
y(Q)*[l - Ip I + l^ j] > y(Q)*[l - jpj + y(a;R)]
= y(Q) *[y(R)“  ^ + y(a;R)]
= y(Q)*y(R)"^ + y(Q)*y(a;R)
= [1 - y(b;R)] + y(Q)*y(a;R)
^1 by Lemma 4.10.
Therefore y(Q) ^ [1 - |p| + |%|]~^ and we are finished.||
Por P = N,and v the X-degree filtration, the condition
[1 - jpj + / B<N> is satisfied whenever j^ j X |p|, as
can be seen by the following argument, due to Golod and Safar- 
evid. Consider Z <N> = Z [[t]], and suppose some element 
f = 1 - dt + 22* a*i, ti* a^, d>0 has an inverse g = 1 + bj t
with all the bjeJN. Then for all ncB
bn ^  ” dbp + agbp.^ .^  +* • '+an+i = 0.
If some bn = 0 then bp+i = Sn+i = 0, and by induction it fol­
lows that f and g are polynomials, and therefore both = 1. 
This contradicts d>0,so all bn^l as desired.
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4.4 Vinberg’s Criterion
In [6 5 ] Vinberg extended the Golod-Safareviï Theorem to 
the non-homogeneous case by (subconsciously) considering the 
"inverse weak algorithm" of Cohn [62a]. Bruck later refined 
Vinberg*s criterion and it is his result which we will prove 
in Theorem 4.14.
We make the following conventions for this section. K is 
a field, X is a finite set, R = K<X>is the free algebra, and 
m is the augmentation ideal of R.
We will view R as being graded by X-degree, and use the 
word"homogeneous"accordingly. Thus gochas will be elements.of 
ZS <<N>> = 7L [[t]] the power series ring in one variable.
The m-adic filtration, called the order function
0;R INu [—oo|
induces a filtered set 6*:R* -> N by exponentiation with re­
spect to t. All filtered sets in this section are going to 
be filtered subsets of 6*, and their filtered cardinalities 
will be elements of 7L [[t]].
The distinction between graded ideals and filtered sets 
should be kept in mind.
We may view R as R = 2 as graded ring. Any
neIN - -
right ideal a of R has an associated graded ideal
Gr a = 2 (a n m^  ^)+#+!/#+!
nc IN -
in Ro If b c a are right ideals of R, we say b is dense 
in a if Gr a = Gr b. This is equivalent to a ç b t m" for 
all nelN. For any element reR we denote the least homogeneous 
component of r by r. For any filtered subset ^:Y N of 6 , 
we define Y = ly|yeYj.
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Lemma 4.12 Let a be a right ideal of R. If a filtered subset 
^:2 -> N of 0*1 a* generates a right ideal dense in a then 
y(Gr a;R) - |^ | e (t - l)-IN[[t]].
Proof. VVe will construct a filtered subset rjiY R of 
0*1 a* such that Y freely generates Gr a, and Y c ZR and 
I??! - 1^ 1 € (t - l)*2N[[t]]. Since y(Gr a;R) = |?^| the result 
will then follow.
We construct a sequence of sets [Z^] i=C,1,2,.. inductive­
ly. Define Z° = Z. For ieIN, suppose we have defined Z^  • Let
Z^ = [z€Z^|6(z) < n i where nelN. Let n be the least natural
number such that ^  is right R-dependent. Then some element of 
zk is right R-dependent on Zk-4 . To construct we replace
the elements of Zk with elements of ZR of higher order in such
a way that Z^+i is still a generating set of ZR but zk^^ is 
right R-independent. The limiting set of this process Y = UZfj 
is a filtered sublet rjiY N of 0*|a*. Moreover Y is right, 
R-independent and freely generates Gr a = Gr ZR.
It remains to show that | | - |^ | g (t - l)*B[[t]]. But
in the construction of rj we replaced each element of Z by an 
element of higher order (or, possibly, eventually removed it) 
so it is clear that we are finished. |
The construction in the preceding proof is the essence of 
inverse weak algorithm. We now use the result to prove the 
non-homogeneous analogue of Lemma 4.10.
Lemma 4.13 Let b be a two-sided ideal of R. Let ^:Z N be
a filtered subset of 0*lb* such that RZR is dense in b. Then 
y(Gr b;R) - y(R/Sr b)-|%| e (t - 1)-M[[t]],
Proof. For each ne IN let En be a homogeneous K-basis of
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modulo mn+i + (bnmn). Then the image of E = U is a K-hasis 
of R/Qr h. Moreover y (R/Gr h ) = | where rjiE -* N is the obvi­
ous filtered subset of 6*. Notice that the product 
?7^ :BZ -» N satisfies \r]^ \ = |?7| |^ |. So by Lemma 4.12 it suf­
fices to show that EZR is dense in b. For this critical re­
sult we use Vinberg’s argument as follows. Fix neB. Notice 
that E spans R modulo b + m^  as K-space. We claim that for any 
m e 3N, b e  EZR 4 b'^ + m*^ and we prove it by induction on m.
For m = 2?.we know that b c RZR + m^  since RZR is dense in b^ 
so b c (E 4 b 4 ) ' ZR 4 #  c EZR 4 bZR 4 m" c EZR 4 b» + m".
Suppose noY/ that b c EZR 4 b^” 4 for some m^2. Then
"b Ç EZR 4
c EZR 4 (EZR 4 b"’ 4 mn )Q+ m^
c EZR 4 (EZR 4- b"’)2 + gn
c EZR 4 b^EZR 4 bsm + #
Ç EZR 4. bm+i + gi^
and by induction b c EZR 4 b"’ 4 #  for all m,ne3N. Taking 
m = n we have b c EZR 4 #  for all ne B  $ and thus EZR is dense 
in b, and we are finished.H
Theorem 4.14 (Vinberg[65].Bruck) Let K be a field, X be a finite 
set with d elements, R = and, b be any two-sided ideal of
R contained in the augmentation ideal m. Let ^;Z N be a fil­
tered subset of the order function 8*;R* -> N, such that RZR is
dense in b. If [l - dt 4 |%|] ^>0 and |^ |Xdt then R/b is infi­
nite dimensional,
Proof. Let R have the X degree grading. Then y(R)"^=1-dt 
so [y(R)"^ 4 and y (r)”V| ^0. Since a ç m we are
dealing with expressions of the form discussed at the end of 
4.3* Wliat we proved there shows that [y(R)~^ 4 ) ]~%(l-t)”^,
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So [y(E)  ^ + l^ i ]  ^ - (l-t)  ^ = g € M[[t]]. Now
y(E/Gr b)'[y(R)"1 + |%|] = y(R/Gr b) •y(E)"'' + y(R/Qr b)'|s|
= [y(E) - y(Gr tp]-y(R)"1 + y(E/Gr |)-|s|
= 1 - y(Gr b;E) + y(E/Gr
= 1 - for some feB[[t]] by Lemma 4.13.
If we multiply both sides of this equality by [y(R)”  ^ + |%|]"^ 
= (l-t)"^+ g, we get y(R/Gr b) = [l-(t-1 ) • f ] • [ (l-t)”  ^+ g]
= (l -t )  ^ 4 (l-t)'&
where q = (1-t) ^g 4 f(1-t)  ^ 4 fg € IW[[t]]. Hence
h = y(R/Gr b) - (l-t)~^ e (l-t)B[[t]]. If R/b is finite di­
mensional then y(R/Gr b) g B[t] i.e. is a polynomial. So h 
is a power series such that the coefficients of sufficiently 
large powers of t are all negative. Clearly (l-t) ^h cannot 
then be an element of B[[t]] and h cannot belong to 
(1-t)lT[[t]]. This is a contradiction so R/b (and in fact 
R/Gr b) must be infinite dimensional. |j
Credits and Comments 
In [6 9 ] Cohn proved Theorem 4.4 for the case where M is 
a cyclic R-module. In that case the formula bears a striking 
resemblance to Sclireierfe formula for free groups. Prior to 
the appearance of Lewin [6 9 ], D.R. Lane had proved Theorem 4.4 
for R a free algebra and M a cyclic R-module.
A very readable account of Golod-Safarevi#[64] can be 
found in Pischer-Struik[68].
This chapter is believed to be original, with the follow­
ing exceptions: the statements of Corollaries 4.5 and 4.9, 
and Theorems 4.11 and 4.14, the proof of Lemma 4.13 and the 
comments preceding Theorem 4.4 - which are due to Bergman.
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Appendix:On Universal Derivations*
We use homological algebra to find an exact sequence that 
generalizes the main result of Lewin [74a]. We then use a 
technique of Sandling [72] to extend this result to groups as 
Lewin [74b] does for Lie algebras.
A.1 Upper Triangular Matrix Representations
Given rings S and T, and an (S,T) bimodule we can
form the ring ^)| sgS, mcM, tcT j whose elements
are added and multiplied as matrices. We may identify the 
subring of elements of the form with the ring 8 x T,
and the ideal of elements (° with M. Then = (SxT)<pM,
A ring homomorphism R T^ can be described as the sum of a
ring homomorphism p = (pi, pg):# ^ 8xT and an additive map 
d:R M which satisfies the rule
Vx,yeR (xy)^ = + x^y^^ ,
Such a map is called a q-derivation.
We now fix a ring K, and a K-ring o:K R for the remain­
der of the appendix.
If S and T are K-rings, then SxT is a K-ring. For an 
we can make ^(S,T) bimodule (? m) into a K-ring by using
the zero map K ^ M. A map pgd:R is then a K-ring
homomorphism iff p:R ^ SxT is a K-ring homomorphism, and
d:R M is a p-derivation vanishing on K^. We shall say such a
♦This subsidiary material was produced conjointly with G.M. Berg­
man. The division of labour is indicated in Credits and Com4, 
ments, at the end of the Appendix.
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d is a o-derivation over K.
At times we shall assume K commutative, and want our K 
rings R,S,T to he K-algebras. In this case it is natural also 
to require that an (S,T) himodule M satisfy the identity 
VsgK, mcM am = ma, so that the K-ring |^) will he a K-algebra. 
We shall call such an M an (S,T) M  K module. These are the 
right modules.
The definitions of ring and module homomorphism, and deri­
vation remain unchanged in the K-central context, i.e. K-alge­
bras, (S,T) hi K modules etc. form full subcategories of K-rin^p 
(S,T) bimodules etc. since we are only imposing identities, not 
adding operations.
A.2 Description of the Universal Derivation
Let S and T be K-rings and p ;R SxT be a homomorphism of 
K-rings, Recall that this amounts to an arbitrary pair of K 
ring homomorphisms p^ :R ^  S, pg ;R T. Then by general consi­
derations there will exist an (S,T) bimodule D^^^^^(S,T) (or 
simply n if there is no risk of confusion) and a p-derivation 
d:R D over K, such that for any (S,T) bimodule M the map 
induced by d, Hom^g ^^ (fI,M) Der^^ ^j(R,M), is bijective.
(cf. Lewin [74a],Lemma 3). We call d the universal n-deriva­
tion over K. By abstract nonsense it is unique up to unique 
isomorphism.
The universal derivation is the left adjoint of the functor 
which associates to an (S,T) bimodule M the K-ring homomorphism
(q ^) -> SxT. We observe that (^  ^^^):R (^  ^) is initial amiong
K-ring homomorphisms of the form R -*■ (q )^ where M is allowed 
to vary, and therefore has smallest possible kernel.
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The following theorem, known for the case R = S = T (cf. 
Bourbaki [70] p.171 11,11,4), gives a very useful description 
of the universal derivation.
Theorem A.1 Let p:R -> SxT be a K-ring homomorphism and write 
I = Ker[R#^R R](the multiplication map). Then the map
d;R Sa^Ia^T given by x 1k (x e 1 - lEx)a1 is the universal p
derivation ovej^  K.
Proof. The known case says that for p^ = (l^'^R) have
Xi(^’K)(£jP) = I and the universal p^ derivation over K is given 
by X xEl - lEx. Indeed the inverse to the map induced by d, 
Hom(l,M) Der(R,M) is given by sending any 0eDer(R,M) to the 
element of Hom(l,M) defined by 2x^, ay^  ^ Zxfyj^  = -2x{,yf. For 
the general case, we note that any (S,T) bimodule M is an (R,R) 
bimodule by restriction of scalars. We compute:
Ber(p^j^)(R,M) = (R,M) (l,M) Hom^ g^ ^^ (SteŒEîr,M)
which is exactly what was wanted. |1
The latter part of the above argument is a case of a ge­
neral observation on the behaviour of R. under change of S and 
T.(cf. Lewin [74a] Lemma 3(iii).)
In the following case, studied by Lewin [74a], one gets 
another description of fZ. Suppose K is a commutative ring, 
and R = K<XuYuY is a mixed free K-algebra. Let p;R ^ SxT 
be a homomorphism of K-algebras, and M be an (S,T) bimodule.
A p-derivation ô:R M is equivalent to a K-ring homomorphism
R -4 (q t ) this is equivalent to a map from XuY toS 0
[mcMjam = ma VaeKj. It follows that I2^^^^^(S,T) is the free
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(S,T) bi K module on XuY. In light of Theorem 1 this implies 
that for such R,IcRa^R is the free (R,R) bi K module on 
j zsi - I h zIzgXuY!.
A.3 An Exact Sequence
Recall we have fixed a K-ring R.
Let I be defined as in Theorem A.1 by the exact sequence 
0 I Rsl^ R -> R 0. (1 )
Let M be a right R-module and N a left R-module, and de­
fine (M,N) = Ma^Ia^N thus extending Ihfi .previous defini­
tion of
There is an exact sequence of natural transformations
Tori “ Tori ^ ^ Tor^ & Tor® -» 0 (2)
which can be constructed as follows.
First note that since R is projective as right R-module, 
the sequence (l ) remains exact under so the sequence
0 -4 la^N Ra^N N -> 0 (3)
is exact.
The long exact sequence resulting from the application of 
Tor^(M,_) to (3) contains an exact sequence
TorhM >R® Kl^) T o r i (M ,N )  -» MZgN -» Ms^N 0. (U )
To obtain information on the first term, apply Tor^(_,RggN)
TT
and Tor (_,N) to an exact sequence of R-modules 0-»U-»P-M-*0 
with P projective, and get exact sequences 
,R,0 -» Tor^  (M,Rg^ N) -+ Ua^N -+ Pa^N 
Tori(M,N) UiZgN ^  PHj^ N
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which induce a surjection
Tori(M,N) Tori(M,RE|jN) 0. (5)
Now (i+) and (5) combine to give the desired sequence (2), 
and naturality is easily verified. Note that a sequence of the 
form (2) could also have been gotten by a left-right dual argu­
ment. In A.4.II we will see that the natural transformations 
involved are the same in both cases.
Taking for M and N a pair of R-rings S and T we get
Theorem A.2 Let R, 8, T be K-rings and SxT be a
K ring homomorphism. Denote the universal p = (pi,pg) deriva­
tion over K ^  d:R -> R. Then there is an exact sequence of 
(S,T) bimodules
Toi'i (S,T) ^ Tori(S,T) ^ ^ ^ Sh^T 0. (6)
Here a and e are the change of rings maps and y is character­
ized by .
(x = x^^Hl - 1jsx^ ® GSia^ T. (7)
To partially characterize p, let a = Ker pi, b = Ker pg. Then 
the following diagram commutes.
TorhE/a.a/ti) = (anb)/ab v anb R
r  = = = = = = =  (8)
Torhs,T) --------^-------------> n
Proof, (6) is just an application of (2) with (S,T) 
linearity following from the naturality of (2). (7) is clear 
from the characterization of d and XI in Theorem A.1, and the 
construction of (4) from (1). To get (8), consider the map of 
exact sequences
0 -4 b -4 R R/b -> 0
I i f  (9)
0 -^ ISj^ T-» Ra^T T 0 (cf. (3)).
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Applying Tor (R/a,__) to the top of (9) and Tor (8,_) to the 
bottom of (9 ) we get a morphism of long exact sequences, which 
at the connecting morphisms between degrees 0 and 1 is
Tor^(R/a,R/b) = (anb)/a^ ---> b/ab
i „ 1 <’“ >
Torf(S,T) ---- ^--------- > Ü .
It is easy to see that the right-hand map of (IO), arising from, 
the left-hand map of (9 ), is induced by the universal deriva­
tion in the way made precise by (8).||
A.4 Homological Digression
(I) By applying Tor^^'^^M,_) (relative Tor) to (3) we get an
exact sequence
0 -» T o r j K 'K ) ( M , _ )  _  MBglBgM ^
which in light of (2) shows that Coker[TorÇ Tor®].
This fact does not seem to be in the literarure. The dual 
result for relative Ext has been observed by M. Barr.
(II) It can be seen from (1 ) that I is the kernel of a map in 
the unnormalized bar resolution of R (see MacDane [6 3 ],p.282). 
Thus I is the image of the preceding map of that exact sequence, 
and therefore has the presentation
Ra^Ra^Ra^R -> Ra^Ra^R I 0 ( 11 )
where the first map is the (R,R) bimodule homomorphism taking 
1 axayal to xaya1 - 1axya1 + 1axay. The universal property of 
I is easily seen from this "generators and relations" presenta­
tion. Applying Sa_^a^T to (11) we get the presentation of 
Ü = Sa^Ia^T described in Barr-Rinehart [66] (for the case S = T).
From this presentation we get a monomorphism 0 -> Tor^ ^^ ^^ *-> ^(R^K)
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of fiinctors, and with the epimorphism Tor^ ->• 0 of
functors given in (l), gives a mono-epi factorization of /3 of
(2). With this viewpoint it is easy to see that (2) is left- 
right symmetric, i.e. is independent of the left-right construc­
tion.
(Ill) Lewin has made the following interesting observations.
Let ii be a field, R be a K-algebra, 8 = T = R/a and 
Then (6) becomes
0 a/a^ -4 R 8a^8 -> 8 0. (12)
Under appropriate conditions (12) will be a free resolution of 
8 as a right 8® module. And in that case gl.dira.ggS < 2. The 
term 8a^8 is always free; R is also if R is a free associative
algebra. The problem is to find those ideals a such that a/a^
is free as right 8®-module. One rich source of examples is the 
family of two-sided ideals a = RrR generated by a single ele­
ment reR. If the identity theorem holds then a/a’^ will be free
whenever End^(:^R) = K. If 8® is entire then g/a® is a cyclic
submodule of a free module (by (12)) so must be free. In par­
ticular, if R = K<x,y> and r = xy - yx - 1 then 8 = R/RrR A^  (K) 
is the first Weyl algebra and we get the result, Rinehart [62]
dimgg8<2.
A.5 The Universal Upper Triangular Matrix Representation
Theorem A.3 Lejb R be a K ring, a and b be two sided ideals of R 
and p :R R/a x R/b be the obvious map. Denote the universal
o-derivation over K ^  d;R -> R, and let c denote the kernel of 
p«d:R Then c = Im[|BR n Rah r ] , where
ajsR (resp. Rab) denotes the image of ax^R (resp. Rx^b) in Rx^R. 
Also g D ab with equality holding iff the change of rings mao 
(X ;Tor^ (R/a,R/b) Tor^ (R/a,R/b) is zero.
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Proof. Clearly Ker(p<pd) = Kei^ j) n Ker^) = a n b n Ker(d)
= Ker(d| anb).
We see that ab c c either by the product formula, or from (8 ), 
We also see from (8 ) that we have equality iff /3 is injective, 
i.e. iff a = 0. In general the kernel of /3:(§nb)/ab R (the 
left-hand map of (8 ) is here equality) is the image of 
Tor^(R/a,R/b), which by (5) is the image of Tor^ (R/a,RB^(R/^) )
which is Ker[afi^(R/b) -> Rx^(R/b)] which is easily seen to be
the image of (axR) n (Rxb).||
Corollary A.4 (Lewin [74a]) Let K be a field. R = K<XuYuY"^> be 
a mixed free K-algebra and a,b be two-sided ideals of R. Then 
there exists a K-algebra homomorphism R (^i j^) with ker­
nel ab, such that R is the free (R/a, 14^) bi K module on XuY.
Proof. Take R = (R/a,R/b). By the observations at
the end of A.2 this bi K module has the form described, and by 
Theorem A.3 the kernel of p^d will be ab, because K is a field. |
A .6 Matrix Representations for Groups (resp. Lie algebras)
In this section we transfer the investigation from the 
category of rings to the category of groups (resp. Lie alge­
bras).
Let K be a commutative ring (resp. field).
Let R, S, T be groups (resp. Lie algebras over K) and
p = (pi,P2 ):& SxT be a homomorphism of groups (resp. Lie al­
gebras). This determines a homomorphism of group algebras 
(resp. universal enveloping algebras)
p* = (pÿ,pâf):K<R> -4 K<S> X K<T>.
Let d:K<R> R be the universal p*-derivation over K. Then
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p*9d:K<R> -> K<T>^ induces a homomorphism of groups (resp.
Lie algebras) p0(d| R) ;R -+ (q whose kernel is
R n [1 + Ker(p*<pd)] (resp. R n [Ker(p*<pd) ] )
Let A = Ker p^ , B = Ker pg, a = Ker pf, b = Ker p&.
Clearly K<R/A> “ K<R>/a and K<R/B> “ K<R>/b. We will now prove 
that Ker(p#*d) = ab, as follows.
Let p:K<R> K<R>/a x K<R>/b be the obvious map, and 
d:K<R> R be the universal p-derivation over K. By the uni­
versal property R = K<8>x^^^y^^Rx^^^yg^K<T>. But it is obvi­
ous (resp. well-known cf. Cartan and Silenberg [5 6 ] p.274) that 
K<S> is free as right K<R/A> module and K<T> is free as left 
K<R/B>-module. Therefore the canonical map R R is injective. 
Hence
II a
and p*.d:K<R>
have the same kernel. But K<R/A> is free as K-module so 
Tor^(K<R/A>,K<R/B>) = 0, and by Theorem A.3 the kernel of 
p^d (and hence of p*$d) is ab. This reduces the problem to 
an intersection of ideals question. For Lie algebras it is 
known that R n ab = (AnB)',the derived subalgebra, (cf. Lewin[7ljb ] ) 
Since AnB = Ker p we have the following.
Theorem A.5(Lewin [74b]) Let K be a field and p:R SxT be a 
homomorphism of Lie algebras. Then there Is an (S,T) M  K
O Q
module R and a Lie algebra homorphism R (^ ^) with kernel 
(Ker p)' .11
The analogue for groups is as follows.
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Theorem A.6 Let K he a commutative ring and p:R -4 SxT he a 
homomorphism of groups, and denote its kernel C. Then there 
is an (S,T) M  K module R and a group homomorphism R (q 
whose kernel D equals Ker[c -4 C/C'h^k] where is the derived 
subgroup. If R is a free group then R is a free (S,T) M  K 
module on a set of free generators of R.
Proof. For any subset E of K<R> we write K<E> for the K 
linear span of B, and 1-E for [l-ejeeES. Thus a = K<(1-A)R> 
and b = K<(1-B)R>. By the preceding remarks we know that 
D = Ker[R K<R>/ab] under the map r 1 -r reR. Moreover D
lies in both A and B so D c AnB = C. Thus D = Ker[C K<R>/ab]< 
But we can factor the map C K<R>/ab as follows
C/C'b^ K  S K<’gVk<(1-C)®> § K<AB>/K<(1-A)(1-B)>
Î >
C ------------------) K<R>/|B
where f sends ca1 to ï-c for ceC, and g and h are induced by 
the canonical inclusions. We will show (i) f is an isomorph­
ism of K-module8, (ii) g is a K-split monomorphism and (iii) 
h is a K-split monomorphism. Hence fgh is injective and D 
has the desired form.
Î-C
(i) There is a well-known isomorphism C/C' 2 <G>/2 <(1-C)^> 
by c w. 1-c ceC, and f is obtained by taking a K. Thus f 
is an isomorphism of K-modules.
(ii) Let A,B be transversals (with 1) to C in A and B respec­
tively. Then A = AC, B = CB. Now any element of AB may be 
written uniquely as acb aeA, ceC, bcB. Thus there is a K 
linear retraction of K<AB> onto K<C> taking such an acb to c 
for all elements of AB. Then any element (l-ac^)(1-Cgb) of
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K<(1-A)(1-B)> gets mapped to l-Ci-Cg+CiCg = (1“C^)(1-C2) in 
K<(1-C)B>. Clearly this induces a K-splitting of g.
(iii) Let R he a transversal(with 1) of AB in R. Then 
ab = K<(1-A)R>K<(1-B)R>
= K<(1-a )(1-B)R> because B is normal 
= K<(1-A)(1-B)ABR>
= K<(1-A)a (1-B)B>R
= K<(1-A)(1-B)>R because ( 1-ai^ )ag=(l-ai^-(l-ag )
Hence the K-linear retraction of K<R> onto K<AB> which sends 
sr seAB reS to s clearly induces a K-splitting of h. |
Credits and Comments 
It is impossible to say which results here are whose, so 
we give a condensed history of the collaboration.
Lewin*s original version of Corollary A.4 motivated Berg­
man to consider the universal derivation, which in turn moti­
vated the author to conjecture Theorem A.2 (for K-algebras).
This conjecture inspired Bergman to rediscover the Barr-Rinehart 
presentation of A.4.II, and when Amitsur drew his attention to 
the connection with relative Tor it remained to prove that the 
morphism in A.4.I was in fact an isomorphism. This the author 
did rather clumsily, but G.Hochschild*s improved proof of A.4.I 
together with Bourbaki*s result (Theorem A.1 with S = T = R) 
led the author to the proof presented in A.1 - A.3*
The application to groups owes a great deal to Sandling [72] 
(and correspondence) where the splitting techniques used in the 
proof of Theorem A.6 were conceived. A simple extension of 
Lemma 2 of Sandling [72] led the author to prove Theorem A.6 
for the case K = ZS, and Bergman extended the result to arbi­
trary commutative K.
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OPEN PROBLEMS
1 ) Let R be a ring. Is X(R) = sup[X(v)|v:R ->• N filtration}? 
i.e. do the two definitions of dependence number (cf. p.27 and 
PR p.71) give the same value?
2) If H = 2 H is a graded algebra (i.e. central in H) with
WEN w
n-term weak algorithm and if heH is homogeneous then l(hH) is a 
graded subalgebra. Does it satisfy n-term weak algorithm?
(Yes, if n  ^3. For n = 2 see Prop. 3.3). Is it necessary to 
assume central for n > 2 ?
3) Let R = K<X> be a free algebra over a field K. Let reR be 
homogeneous and write a = rR, S = l(a).
i) Is a tense in R? More generally, is a"x a = a'^ ’^'^ -for 
all ne IN? (If yes, then 8 is tensorial relative to a 
and ii) is answered in the affirmative, cf. Cohn [70]). 
ii) If a has scalar eigenring does S satisfy inverse weak 
algorithm with respect to the a-adic filtration ? 
iii) Is R/Ra free as right E(a)-module under the map in 
Theorem 3.18 ?
iv) If \(S) > 2 is X(S) = oo ? More ambitiously, if b is 
any right ideal of R and X(l(b)) > 1 + rank^b, is 
X(l(b)) = oo ?
v) Do the Preiheitssatz, the identity theorem and the 
solvability of the word problem hold ? (cf. p.50)
4) Characterize all filtrations v:R -* N such that R^  is a 
sfield, R has IBN and gl.dim v = 1.
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5) Let (^ :R -» 8 be a ring homomorphism such that for some non­
zero 8-module M %(M;8) and are both defined. When
is the ratio of these numbers an invariant of 0 ? i.e. for any 
other such 8-module N is x(M;8)"x(N^;R) = x(N;8)'x(M^;R) ?
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Frequently Used Symbols
ad, 57 IN <<P» ,62
(D, 8 ( )f\57
E(a),38
F,12
F,13 t,13
gr,15,17,20,21 Tr^(H),31
gr^,15,17 u*,24
gr Hjj ,20 UBU' ,19
gr ,20 v:R F,14
Or,74 Vi :Ri F, 13
1,80 Z, 8
1(a),38 Z <F>, cf. K<P>
ip,56 Z <<P»,62
K<F>, 7
1,62 y( ; ), 25,63,70
,63 6,6*, 71
m,62,74 X,26,27
m,62 p,32
M*,24 x (  ; ),67
M^,M^.,16 *( ),22
M,W _
,p]M,20 11,8
IM^,^IM,20 I I , 8(category),24(filtereâ set)
N,13 _( under line), 74
m,8
(overline) 16,17(filtration) 
M<F>,66 18( element)
INDEX
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Action,63 
Adic,15
Associated graded 
-module, 18 
-ring, 16 
Atomic, 1 2 
Augmentation, 8 
-ideal,8
Bimodule (v,v),19 
Bi K module,79
Cancellative,8 
Centralizer Theorem,59 
Characteristic,62 
Cofactor map,33 
Complex,10 
Component, 17 
Convergent resolution,63
Degree,14,16,17,20 
-function,14,15,16 
Dense,74 
Dependence,26 
-number,26,27 
Derivation,78 
-over K,79 
Double complex,10
Effectively presented,50 
Eigenring,38 
-scalar,45 
Enough projectives,9 
Entire,7 
Exact,9
Faithful,23 
Field,7 
Filtration,12 
Filtered
-cardinali ty,24 
-module, 16 
-ring, 14 
-set,24 
-subset,24 
FR,2,91
Free (associative) algebra,8 
Free graded module,18 
Free monoid,8
Gl.dim.V,36 
Gocha,24,36 
-rank,33 
Graded
-algebra,54 
-module, 17 
-ring, 16
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Hereditary, 12 
Homogeneous, 17 
-component, 17 
-map,20
IBN,25
Ideal,7
Idealizer,38
Identity Theorem,50,58
10,25
Independent,26 
Induced filtration,21 
Integral domain,59
= commutative entire 
Involve,50
K-algebra,7 
K-homomorphi sm,7 
K-ring,7
Module,7 
Monoid,7 
-ring,7 
-algebra,7 
Monomial,8 ,32
Natural filter,13 
n-fir,8
n-term weak algorithm,26
One relator algebra,46 
Order function,74
Poincare series,24 
Projective,9 
-free,29 
-resolution,9 
-V-module,23 
Pure,59,60
Leading
-term,18
-monomial filtration,14 
Length,12
-lexicographic ordering, 13 
Little Preiheitssatz,50 
Locally finitely generated,31 
Long exact,9
Mixed free algebra,68
Reflective,18 
Regularly embedded,41 
Relation
-homogeneous,31 
-of u-dependence,26 
Ring,7
Schanuel’s Lemma,9 
Schreier-Lewin formula,67,69 
Sesguipower,56
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Sfield,?
Short exact,9
Tense,46,47 
Tensorial,61 
Terra = component 
Tr-trivializahle,32 
Trivial
-filter,13 
-filtration,14 
-relation,31
Unique gocha,24 
Universal derivation,79
v-free,24
-generating set,25 
v-linear,20 
V-module, 16 
V-suhmodule,21
weak algebra basis,32 
weak algorithm,26 
weak u-basis,29
